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TRUSTEES'

REPORT.

tTo % Senate anb ( general g^sssemblg of % State o f H efo |erseg :
THE Trustees of the State Normal School, in
pursuance of the provisions of the Act under which
they were appointed, beg leave to present to the
Legislature their First Annual Report.
On the 24th day of April, at the Executive Chamber
in the city of Trenton, the first meeting of the rirrt
Board, took place, all the members being present. MeelinsAfter a temporary organization, lots were cast for
the purpose of determining which of the Trustees
should hold for one year, and which for two, with
the following results :—

1st District—JAMES G. HAMPTON, on e year;
JOSEPH II. THOMPSON, two years.
2d District—RICHARD S. FIELD, one year;
DAVID COLE , two years.
3d District—FRANKLIN

S. KINNEY, one year;
CHARLES S ITGREAVES, tw o years.

4th District—THOMAS LAWRENCE, one year;
LYMAN A. CHANDLER, two years.
5th District—WILLIAM M. BABBITT, one year;
DUDLEY S . GREGORY, two years.

The following Permanent Officers were chosen;
RICHARD S . FIELD, P resident; JOHN H. PHILLIPS, the

State Superintendent of Public Schools, and ex officio
a member of the Board, Secretary; FRANKLIN S.
KINNEY, Treasurer.
Committees were appointed to invite proposals for
Appointment
the location of the Normal School • t o draft
ofCommitteeB.
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plan

of

instruction

^
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government; to select a Principal for the School to
be recommended to the Board; and to give notice to
n fWr ®nper;°len,Jento. School Committees, and
Boards of Educatiou, to recommend suitable persons
for admission as pupils. A committee was also anpointed to visit and examine other Normal SH ' i ?
order to obtain information, and
^ imo
their practical workings. A resnlni;
that the School should be opened on ! '? ad"l,tea
f
O c t o b e r e n s u i n g ; a n d t h e / t h e B o a r d „f
°
J
Ulned
to
meet at New Brunswick, on the fifth of T °
The question of the greatest importance"^'1 i • t
most anxiously engaged the attention ofth " wlllch
ustees>
was the selection of a suitable site c A
tbe pro"
curement of the requisite buildings ?L Ti
acc°nimodation of the School. The Act for tl
eSt
al)li8hlI|
of a Normal School undoubtedly eontl .
ent
mP
ed> that
the requisite buildings and fixtures
nished without expense to the Stat ^'^ht be fUr.
that the liberality of individuals, or the d*^ ^ h°ped
GSIre telt in
Question of particular neighborhoods
Location. a*
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SeCUTO til A 1 Ca
ti°n of such an institution in ii, •
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would lead to the offer of land and ™
erection of buildings. Nor, as the seoueT^ f°r
show
were those hopes unfounded. Ant.notice :11;1
>
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such offers, had been published in most of the news
papers of the State, and at the meeting in New
Brunswick, responses were received to these invi
tations. The Trustees had been led to expect that
inducements of one kind or another, with a view to
secure the location of the School, would be held out
in different sections of the State, but they were not
prepared for such an exhibition of liberality as that
which now greeted them, nor could they have
anticipated so keen a rivalry as that which took
place.
One of the earliest offers that were made, and at
the same time the most liberal, was that Mr. F,rtUm'i
of Paul Farnum, of Beverly, whose name
Proposition,
cannot be mentioned in this connexion without a
tribute of respect, and who will long be held in
grateful remembrance by the friends of education in
New Jersey. He offered to place at the disposal of
the Board, for the use of the Normal School, for a
period of five years, free of expense, a brick building
of ample dimensions, then in the process of erection
in the borough of Beverly, to be built upon the most
approved plan, and furnished with desks and such
other school furniture as might be desired by the
Trustees. He also offered for the same period, free of
rent, an elegant and commodious dwelling-house for
the use of the Principal of the School. The cost of
these buildings was to be about twenty thousand
dollars. An offer so munificent, and one so entirely
unprompted by selfish or interested motives, could not
but excite in the minds of the Trustees the liveliest
emotions; and all would have been gratified, could
they, consistently with their views of duty, have

yielded to it a prompt acceptance. But other offers
were mode, from other parts of the State, scarcely
less liberal.
The citizens of Orange, in the county of Essex, had
from the first, manifested a warm interest in the
^!'tZ:ThenB

NormalScho°h

and an earnest desire to

their enterprising citizens, offered to r' '
simple to the Trustees, a valuabte L
7 W.fee
borhood as a site for the institution On"
• neiSh"
and advantages were also tendered „„ i ^ privlleSes
a valuable library for the pupils of the ^ °f
School, and gratuitous lectures unon ivr
°rmal
1 Usifo Architecture and Pliysiology.
The citizens of New Brunswick off,
a lot of
land eligibly situated, valued „+ +
New
Brunswick.

and
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Mw0 thousand

dollars in money, for the erection of th thousand
necessary
buildings. This was accompanied b
mathematical instruments and othet
°^er °f
apparatus for
the use of the School, and the delive
Courses
of lectures in their several department
s> V the P _
fessors of Rutgers College.
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In Princeton
inceton and in Penningt
Pennino-fon
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and land were tendered by irwi'- \aJUahle lot »
Princeton
a* sites
—• for the Normal School
positions were made by citizens of p **na%, |>roin the opinion of a majority of the B0a!?°n' ^'hich
takiiiothings into consideration, combined mall
ges than any which had been p r e v f o u a ( ^ ^ t a -
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The Trustees were really embarrassed by the
number and the liberality of these offers, and to
decide between them was felt to be a task of no little
delicacy. The difficulty was not in finding a suitable
site for the Normal School, but in making a selection
from among so many, each possessing peculiar advan
tages. That they might act with due deliberation,
and avail themselves of all the means in Trustees visit
their power of forming a correct judgment, localiti«they resolved to visit the different places which had
offered lots and buildings for a Normal School; and
accordingly the Board adjourned at New Brunswick
to meet at Beverly, on the thirteenth of June, and
on the following day at Orange.
In the mean time, and before the selection of a
site, the following regulations were adopted prepara
tory to the opening of the School.
There were to be two sessions of the School in
each year—the first to commence on the Regulations >r
second Tuesday of September, and con- Normal Sch00'tinue twenty wreeks—the second to commence two
weeks after the close of the first, and continue
twenty-two weeks.
There was to be an examination of the pupils at
the close of each session, and at the end of the long
term a public exhibition.
No pupil was to be admitted to the Normal School
under sixteen years of a ge.
Those admitted must produce certificates, signed
by the Town Superintendent, School Committee, or
Board of Education, of the township or city in which
they reside, giving the name, age and residence of
the applicant, and recommending him as a " suitable
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candidate for admission to the Normal School, in re
spect to age, character, talents and attainments "
Applicants recommended, must give evidence by
an examination before the Board of Trustees of the
^School8

WiU entUle thGm

t0 admi^°n

to

Those seeking admission to the Normal School
must sign a Declaration in writing, that their obiect
in doing so is to qualify themselves for the o
i
ment of Common School Teachers n l +i
Pl0^"
their intention to engage in tb** ' Z
^
least two years in this State ^
' °7ment for at
candidates will be admitted for exn " • conditiorb
Such as appear to be possessed of^b"^1011 aS PUpils'
cations, shall then receive Certificat ^ Pr°p0r <luahfiin accordance with the provision 68 °f Adtnis9i°n,
establishing a Normal School. ^ °f
^ct for
Candidates for admission must
for examination at the commenceirmTnt themselves
and those obtaining Certificates of "A i° f the Session,
Ssion must
be enrolled as pupils during the fi f
of the
session, otherwise they will not be «\
continuance in the institution will 2
^- Their
Upon their
diligence, progress, and observance
fules and
regulations prescribed by the Trustee,
Pupils will be admitted without cb
tuition, apparatus, or the necessarv •either for
in the School.
? text-books „Sed
In conformity with the Resoluf
the Trustees visited the different
°f the Boawl
and buildings f„r lhe Norma, &h£ «*» offcr!ng
every ph.
they were cordially welcomed nf)'
forget the kindness and hospital^ Z ^ tl*y so
The only source of regret was, that alT^ *•><£
°Uld
be
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gratified, and that among so many generous competi
tors, there was but a single prize to bestow. It was
most encouraging to witness the warm Interest of Citizen9 i n
interest felt in so many different parts the Normal Sch001,
of the State in the establishment of the Normal
School. All seemed to regard it as an institution
that would reflect honor upon New Jersey, and be of
lasting benefit to the great cause of popular education.
The Board had several meetings, at each of which
the claims and advantages of the different places
proposed were fully discussed ; and they then re
solved to meet at Princeton, on the seventeenth of
July, to settle finally the question of location. All
the members were then present, and upon a ballot
being taken, Trenton received a majority of votes,
and was then unanimously selected as the site for the
Normal School.
Besides the liberal offers of land and money made
by the citizens of Trenton, there were other con
siderations, quite as important, Avhich influenced the
Trustees, in the choice made by them. The Normal
School is a State Institution, and there seemed to be
a peculiar propriety in placing it where PropOSition of citizens
of Trentonthe other institutions of the State are
situated, at the capital. It is the offspring of the
bounty of the Legislature, and it was judged expedi
ent that it should be under the eye, as it were, of
those who had called it into existence, that they
might have an opportunity of watching its opera
tions, and seeing that it was so conducted as Advantages of
to carry out the great purposes for which it Trenton
was intended. And then, too, the central position of
Trenton, and the facilities of access to it from all
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parts of the State, were advantages not to be over
looked. In the decision of this important matter
t e Trustees indulge the belief that their judgment
has been sanctioned by the public voice - and tW

Having settled the question of l„ca,ion, „,e Tr|]s_
Appointment o f tees proceeded at on on i n *i
— o f a Principal that t i l
/ ^ " t m e n t
benefit of his advice and'assistant in'fl
^ th&
tions for opening the School. Thn
PreP^raCom,nittee who
had been appointed to recommnt, l
date, united in presenting the n 1 SUltable candiPhelps, who was thereupon
F.
Mr. Phelps had been some years 00?°"^ electedState Normal School of New York a T^ith the
l'ght ^ith
him the strongest recommendations f
Who
were thought most competent to
cations. It is but an act of justice tr
1ualifithus
far he has fulfilled the very highest exDe/t'
were formed of him. The Trustees ^ 1,0,18 that
themselves fortunate in being able m ' S° ^eemed
th*
School, at an early day, the
rofessor
Arnold Guyot, whose scientific attainrii
well known both in Europe and America^8 are So
paid great attention to the subject of the / Wh° h*s
nillg of
teachers, and who has been for several v
employment of the Board of Education of?'in the
setts, in connexion with their Normal Sch , a°V
It now became the duty of the Boarll !'
immediate steps to secure the erection of R ° tak
sary buildings for the accommodation of th ^ 1)e°es
Several different lots of land were offe^° , 'ool.
by

the
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citizens of Trenton as sites for the School, and
various propositions were made in reference to the
buildings; but the arrangement that was finally
adopted was the following. It was agreed to lease to
the State of New Jersey, at a nominal rent, for the
term of five years, a lot of ground belonging to
William P. Sherman, Esq., situated on Clinton street,
two hundred feet square, valued at four thousand
dollars; and that the citizens of Trenton Erection
should furnish the sum of fourteen thou- of Buildi nsssand dollars for the erection of the necessary build
ings. This sum, it was then thought, would be quite
sufficient for the purpose; and plans and estimates
for a Normal School building were at once directed to
be prepared and laid before the Board. But when
these plans came to be examined, together with the
estimated expense of carrying them out, it was found,
that they would cost considerably more than had
been anticipated; and that a building sufficiently
ample for all the purposes of a Normal School,
including the Model School, which is, by the terms
of the act, to form so essential a part of it, would
involve an expenditure of at least seventeen thousand
dollars. Here was an unexpected difficulty. The
Trustees had no right to apply towards the erection
of buildings, any part of the annual appropriation
made by the State for the support of the School; but
they were authorized and empowered, in the event of
no suitable buildings and fixtures being offered with
out expense to the State, to hire for a period of five
years, at a reasonable expense, and to cause to be
fitted up in some convenient location, buildings which
should afford the necessary accommodation for the

exercises of the School. It was then proposed that
the Trustees should furnish the additional three
thousand dollars required for the completion of suit
able buildings, by way of rent for the use and occu
pation of the property for a period of five years
And such was the arrangement in fact made Mr
Sherman exited a lease to the State, of the lot
and bu,Id,ngs to be erected thereon, for the terra of
five years, m cons,deration of the sura of three then
sand dollars; and it was stipulated that I
before the expiration of the fivo
' ,
°r
should desire to purchase the buildin?' ^
uld
have the privilege of doing so, by pa * ^
Terms of agreement COSt thereof, Which Wo °
«lCtUdl
with Citizens of Trenton. seventeen thousand fi T ^
lars, deducting therefrom the sum o/tl 1Undred do1"
dollars. It was further agreed thai u o thousa"d
6 sh°uld
have the privilege of purchasing the w
a Valua"
tion to he fixed by appraisers,&one tnV
Mr. Sherman, and the other by the sT
case of their disagreement, a third to ! atG' Hnd in
cbose» by
the Chancellor as an umpire. It Wa f
sum of three thousand dollars mi»ht h * that
Spared °ut
of the first year's appropriation, the ex
year being of course much less than \?enses of this
6 that will
be necessary during the ensuing fOUr
sequence of the School's not goinoint •>'ears' ^ conthe first of October. The sum^ 0f °°pe*ation until
dollars for five years, which is at t, e ^Ousand
hundred dollars a year, for property P ?• fate °f six
will certainly be considered a yerv
^I^OQ
rate rent •
while the whole amount will i n facf k
'be Side, should she elee, to
Wd bac^
'
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at the expiration of the term. It may be added,
that if the same course should be pursued with
regard to the Model School, as that adopted in New
York, where a moderate charge is made for those
pupils who are able to pay, this Department, instead
of being a source of expense, will produce a revenue,
out of which the State may be reimbursed, either in
the whole, or in part, for the three thousand dollars
thus expended.
Thus, without exceeding the appropriation made
by the Legislature, the Trustees have secured the erec
tion of an edifice which, when finished, will be o ne of
the most complete and best arranged Normal School
buildings in the United States—of ample propor
tions, of durable materials, well warmed and well
ventilated, and which, in its architectural appear
ance, will be a credit to the capital and the State.
Having thus overcome every obstacle in the way
of the erection of a suitable building, it was resolved
to push on the work with the utmost vigor. Laying of
The corner stone was laid on the 9th of corner6toneOctober, with appropriate ceremonies. It proved to
be an occasion of great interest. An immense con
course of people were present, who manifested the
liveliest interest in the event. A procession was
formed at the State House, which extended about
half a mile in length. Upon reaching the ground an
appropriate prayer was made by the Rev. Mr.
Clements, after which an address was delivered by
the President of the Board of Trustees. The corner
stone was then laid by His Excellency, Gov. Price,
and speeches of much interest and ability were made
by the Governor; Hon. William C. Alexander,
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President of the Senate; Judge Nanr, of the "True
American;" and Dr. John H. Phillips, Superin
tendent of Public Schools. They were £i^
enthusla>™ "V th<= large assemblage.
Thed™
' ' l lJ was beautiful, a'"1 every thing pa8ae(J °ff
in the most agreeable manner.
The most rapid progress has sin™ u
the erection of the building a n d it *
^ ™
completed, that it is hoped*'that it wiliT 8°
r0fldy for
occupation by the School, at the r
session in March. Too much
.poninS of the next
to the committee of the pit;!^"*0 cannot bo given
who
have had charge of the work, Tnd f
Graham, the architect, for the'
°
Chauncey
taste> and
judgment shown in the plan
The School was opened IPP r executi°n.
to ""nouncement, on the 1st of October', i„

':r::z. pupils" :in attendance
">« purpose. •ri'." <iing
at the
"""
of
I,roc n; 1 for

r v biii|

,ber

men«=ment
° the fsslon fifteen,
which i
increased to forty-three, nearly as m ' 8in™ been
accommodated in the present bJT* M
be
number of applications for arll 7Ul.Idlng- A l„
term is confidently expec«ad'irfn,,al ^ next
ers have been appointed by the T>
°Wl»g ten v
to those already named : sUner^ ">*
Webb> M
r-s™ l„,e of the Normal School
D
feasor of Physiology and Elocutio„ b^any, p.,"
8 Iren
Colby, of New Brunswick, Teaol '
Ferdinand I. Ilsley, Professor of y* of Geogra^ '
John K. Wolfe, Instructor of Draw al «uI"P"
the Principal, notv constitute the Bo"a Ibcse' *."?

"4 ta

"»

'he Tr;:;^I..etruc^8h
' a meet.
m°8t effi_''
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cient corps. Professor Guyot will commence his
series of lectures at the opening of the next session,
and Mr. Samuel A. Farrand, of Boonton, Morris
county, has been appointed a teacher, to enter upon
his duties when notified that they are required.
The Trustees have been gratified by the progress
made by the pupils in their studies, and the interest
manifested by them in the exercises of the School.
They are also satisfied that the plan of instruction
adopted is excellent, and well adapted to make good
common school teachers.
They beg leave to call the attention of the Legis
lature to the Report of the Principal, which is hereto
annexed. It will be found to be an interesting Ecp0rt0f
and valuable paper, giving a detailed account Princit>aIof the building, the plan of organization, and mode of
instruction, the condition and prospects of the School,
and a brief history of the rise and progress of
Normal Schools. The Report of the Treasurer is
also subjoined, containing an abstract of his receipts
and expenditures up to the present time. The
vouchers for each item are in the possession of the
Board.
Such is a history of the most material transactions
of the Board since its organization, and of the pro
gress and condition of the Normal School. It will
be seen that the Trustees have been very frequently
called together from remote parts of the State, and
that they have been obliged to give much time and
attention to the discharge of their duties. For this
the law makes no compensation. But if they can
have the satisfaction of knowing that their doings are
approved by the Legislature, and that their labors
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have been instrumental in building up and sustainmg an met,tut,on from which are to go forth a
cession of well trained „nJ well disciplined teachera
for the instruction of the rising generation it
n
feel that they are amply remunerated
'
*
All of w hich is respectfully submitted,
R. S. FIELD,
F. S. KINNEY,
L. A. CHANDLER,
DAVID COLE,

N C O

CHA"

TIIOS. LAWRENCE,

JOS

W

J "

JOHN H. PHILLIPS

Trenton, January 22d, 1856
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ABSTRACT OF THE TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS.
New Jersey State Normal School in account w ith F. S. Kinney, Treasurer.
1856.—Ja 'y75-By money received fro,»
Treasury upon the Warrants of the txovenoi,
J5
(the date of t lie organization of the hoard 01
as follows :
$80 83
For Advertising and Printing,
.
•
" Salaries to the Principal of the School and
1,324 94
Teachers, .
•
•
•.
*
.
« Services of Mr. C. Graham, Architect in
drawing Plans and Specifications for the
200 00
10
Normal School Building, .
.
•
«' Expenses of fitting up Building for tempo
rary accommodation of tho School, and
219 48
rent of the same,
.
274 00
" School Furniture,
•
•
•
• ,
« Expenses of t he Trustees in the discharge ot
572 57
their duties,
20 40
" Incidental Expenses, .
1,307 78
To Balance in the hands of t he Treasurer,

,Y

$4000 00

$4000 00

$4000 00

REPORT

OF THE

PRINCIPAL.

TO THE HO NORABLE TH E BO ARD O F TR USTEES
or THE

NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.

GENTLEMEN—The u ndersigned respectfully submits

the following report:
I. Of his acts preceding the opening of the State
Normal School on the first of October.
II. Upon the history of this important class of
institutions.
III. Upon the plan of organization for the school.
IY. Upon its progress, condition and prospects.

Acts of the Principal.

mi

J he undersigned receive lrnent from your Hon^u 1 "PP01"1'
"a of july last, .n/agrelZ t 'eB°ard'°nthe
Appointment o f ent ered upon the p,,iy°ur request,
ae first oi?A„^fcC„:fPrinCiPa'0n
The city of Trenton, had tl °
been selected as the most suitahlo "1'
recently
Ca*'on for
Location of School, and hence no rl n •
the
been made either for th
PrePa™tion had
Constr»ction of the
proper buildings for its T
opening at the period above snpfff^ USe> or f°r its
At the request of the
Honorable Board, the
of your
h» earliest
rx attention ,0 the plan, for
e(bfice proposed to be erected by tv1Q
Gnter
iberahty of the citizens of Trenton
Prise and
ne„t acc„,„moda.ion of the ir,s,u "• «» the permaprevious to the open-

P'«™. two set, were
pared by Mr f! r, 1 Presented n«
/
Waham, pl,- '
P™"

0f ,llese

Two Sets 0f

Plans Presented, '

U

ar

(

Mding
:---two,andthe„IerT:Xr

t

After a careful examination of n
undersigned was compelled to the con of foriner, the
structure proposed by it, would< the
quate to the necessities of such an instif^61" inadeevidently intended by the Act f tUutl°n a8 *

eaUblishment.

This Voohl^^ * Z

thorofThe^MoM
f ^ *>*£*?•»*>•
ides
Model School, with all the
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fixtures, and other facilities essential to their proper
training, and thus, to a fair and full experiment of
the educational policy inaugurated by it. The plans
under consideration, would not allow a Two story p i.ms
sufficiency of class, lecture, and other
insufficient,
rooms, without involving the necessity of fitting up
the basement, which, besides being liable to the ob
jection of dampness, and a deficiency of light and
air, and thus of being prejudicial to the health of t he
pupils, would also, it is believed, have required an
expenditure equal to that for a three story building.
Upon a patient and thorough inspection of the
three story plan, then presented, it was found that
the apartments proposed by it, were sufficient in
number, but deficient in many other re- Three story
spects ; as the architect had been unable ,to Plans DefectiTeconfer with any person conversant with the wants of
an establishment of this character. The size, loca
tion, arrangement and general adaptation of the
apartments before mentioned, were far short of what
the necessities of the case would require.
Of these facts, the undersigned believes your
Honorable Board became fully satisfied, and accord
ingly he was instructed so to alter and modify them
in these respects, as perfectly to adapt them to the
intended purposes; or, if need be, to reject lMtroctod to
the plans altogether, to fall back upon first ,lemodclPlansprinciples, and to devise such accommodations, as
would be necessary fully to carry out the intentions
of th e Act before referred to. This latter alternative
was finally chosen in reference to the entire internal
arrangement, leaving the external form and style of
architecture alone undisturbed. The results are

moIeiJd! embodied ln
plans which are herewith
fullv , eSp.ectmy Emitted, and which are faithrai/dlvtnn °v
^ Commodious edifice now
rapidly approaching completion
andBte"'ntl'hVUbjeC' '°

be

°f

leave respectfully ToT"'

interest
undersiSned beSs

P-minenS tw edTnThe " f
^ ^
•T strongly persu,ded to his' ft
subject of School Architecture imd i P' ,
*
ment, dimensions, ventilation V d§
Importance of School Of School buildil,'- f
f
Adaptation
Architecture.
,
o to the high purposes
f

ll

s

a prominent po^ ^nvfT'

°Ve'

tion, worthy of the name Tl^ ^ publlc educa"
mind to the body are w
Rations of the
1U°re intimate, than
those of the school to tl
chained *.
As 'anrind
and 81ckly hody,
must partake largely of it T
frailties, so a school
confined to contracted "
poorly ventilated anart'mo!T0perlj arra«ged and
lngly restricted, ineffioio f b' must be correspondnt and unprofitable in its
operations.
The Normal School tn
claiming to be, the legitimat^aiming to be' and
0 public education, ^houl
of a logical system
strate in its own li
° Pitted to demonvin„
Va ue
the symmetry XamP^e> the inestimable
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the prominent features of the apartments comprised
in the building, are :
1st, Symmetry of form, location, arrangement and
dimensions. On the first floor,
every room has its
counterpart in all these respects; and the same
principle was carried out in each of the three stories,
so far as the nature of the case would admit. It was
necessary to provide for each sex sepa- Description of P lans
M Pe*ftotad.
rately, except when under the direct
supervison of an officer of the school. This object,
it will be seen, has been fully attained, without
departing in any case, from the fundamental ideas
of simplicity and unity. The building, in its inter
nal design and arrangement, is thus made a perpetual
illustration of the great law of order, so indispensable
to success in every department of human endeavor,
and in none more so than in that of the education of
the young.
2d. Every apartment is in its proper place. Its loca
tion, form and dimensions, were determined by the par
ticular uses to which it was to be applied. For example :
the four clothes and wash rooms are on the first floor,
immediately adjoining the respective entrances of the
four classes of pupils to be accommodated thereby.
The rooms for the Model School are also on the first
floor, to avoid the disorder and inconvenience attend
ant upon the ascent and descent of flights of stairs by
large numbers of children. The class or recitation
rooms of the Normal School, are systemati- Description o f
cally arranged and apportioned among the PIaDS continucdthree several stories of the building, in order to avoid
crowds, and the inconvenience of frequently concen
trating a large number of persons in the same story.
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The assembly room, is on the second or middle floor;
and thus no class is required to ascend or descend more
than one flight of stairs. The Reception room and
Libiaiy are on the same floor, near at hand, and easy
of access, while the recitation rooms of the Principal
and \ ice Principal, are immediately adjacent to, and
separated from the assembly room, by a glass par
tition. The lectuie room, corresponding in form and
size to the assembly room, is in the third story,
directly over the latter, because less used, and when
used, it requires to be well ventilated, and well
removed from the annoyances of the street.
7
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class, are located at the ends and sides of the main
building, thus securing an equable distribution of
heat to every part. These furnaces are now in
operation and have already demonstrated their ca
pacity for supplying an abundance of warmth to
every apartment. In general the venti- eatm ana venti
ducts pass upward from each apartment, latirai Ascribed,
opposite the hot-air flues, and all of them terminate
in an air-chamber in the attic. This air-chamber is,
when necessary, to be supplied with heat from a
small furnace for that purpose in the basement, by a
single flue. The contained air is thus rarefied,
passing upward and outward through the ventilator
in the roof. A partial vacuum is thus formed in the
air-chamber, and a current is at once established from
each apartment through the ventiducts to it, insuring,
it is believed, an effective ventilation, and a full
supply of pure and healthy atmosphere for respiration.
6th. Each story is supplied with an abundance of
water in both front and rear, either for purposes of
cleanliness, or for the extinguishment of fires should any
occur. The halls and stairways, the library Supply of Gas
and trustees' or reception room, the labora- onJ " ator'
tory and lecture rooms, are all furnished with gas,
which renders them eligible for evening use should
' such be required.
7th. For the uses to which it is to be applied, the
building is of unsurpassed strength and durability.
The main timbers are of the best kind Character of Materials
and thoroughly seasoned; and the
workmanship thoughout, reflects the greatest credit
upon the skillful mechanics who have it in charge.
In short, it is believed that in all its appointments,
H

g
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buildlnS leaves little to be desired
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the proprietor for the purposes specified. On exami
nation, the suits of rooms thus tendered, were found
to be much better adapted to the wants of the School,
than any which had been previously offered. A re
lease from the engagement with Mr. Wood was
therefore obtained, and the premises of oaer accepted.
Dr. McKelway, now occupied by the School, were
secured.
In pursuance of a resolution of the Executive
Committee of your Board, passed September 1st, the
Treasurer and the undersigned were constituted a
committee, with power to procure such and so much
furniture as was deemed necessary for present use.
Twenty-five double desks, with chairs to match,
sufficient to seat fifty students, were ordered and pro
cured from the establishment of Mr. Bobert
re
Paton, New York. The desks are all of the Procuredlargest class, being three feet and ten inches in length
by eighteen inches in width. They are of cherry,
well seasoned, of the best material and workmanship,
supported by strong iron stanchions, firmly screwed
to the floor, and supplied with one heavy glass well,
inkstand, with brass cover. The chairs are Description of
also of good material, supported by a cast Furmture- »
iron pedestal securely fastened to the floor. The
committee also procured one largest sized Teacher's
desk, and four Usher's desks for the recitation rooms.
The furniture purchased was selected with a view to
its ultimate removal to the new building, and is the
best of its kind.
By a resolution of the Executive Committee of the
Board, passed September 15th, the undersigned was
rQrnitU
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authorized and empowered to procure such
text-books, maps, globes, charts, &c., as
would be needed during the first term. It was the
established policy of the Board, to offer to applicants
for admission, the inducements of free tuition and
Text Books &c.,
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1. All text books of the same kind to be bound
uniformly, either in the best law-sheep specification for Book,
or in heavy cloth, warranted not to ~How Bou, 1<L
give out at the backs, well printed and 011 good
paper.
2. The same to be titled and numbered on the
backs, the numbers to range from one to the Titled and
highest number of b ooks of each kind.
3. The coat of arms of the State, including the
words " New Jersey State Normal School, Coat of Arms of
1855," to be stamped ineffaceably on the theState> &outside of the left cover, at the centre.
4. The books to be furnished according to the
above specifications, at a cost not to exceed the
lowest wholesale prices of the same books cost of B ooks,
bound in the ordinary way.
By these precautions, durability, economy, con
venience of record, and a rigid responsibil- Advantages of
ity on the part of the student who uses th,s
the books are secured.
No maps were purchased. Two phonetic charts
for the practice of the classes in Elocution are now
in use. One of the largest size terrestrial Maps, Charts,
globes from the celebrated manufactory of andGlob"
Cruchley, late Carey, of London, has been procured.
This globe exhibits the latest discoveries in Physical
Geography, and is, besides, a fine
specimen of
mechanical accuracy and skill. An exact memo
randa of the furniture, apparatus and other property
of the School is herewith presented, marked (B.)
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II. HI STORY OF NO RMAL SC HOOLS.
Before proceeding to detail the progress, condition
and prospects of the institution committed to your
History of t he Rise and Progress of Nor mal Schools.
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These schools served as a kind of forerunner, to
prepare the way for the more efficient and perfect
institutions of the same designation, at a later day.
According to the present acceptation of the term
Normal School, as used in many of the European
countries, it denotes an establishment composed of
young men and women who have Normal Schools in Europe,
passed through an elementary or their Nature alid 0bject8even superior school, and who are preparing to be
teachers by making additional attainments, and
acquiring a knowledge of the human mind, and the
principles of education as a science, and its methods
as an art. The Normal School of the present day,
includes also the Model or Pattern School of earlier
times. It thus combines theory with practice, there
being Model Schools, " Experimental Schools," or
" Schools for Practice," as they are variously called,
established in connection with them, to afford an
opportunity for testing practically, the modes of in
struction which they inculcate.
The first regularly organized Teacher's Seminary,
or Normal School, as at present understood, was
established at Halle, in a part of Hanover, about one
hundred and fifty years ago. A similar
. . .
i
- ,* - v i
•
•
s t o o d — where and
institution was opened at Kneims, in when Established.
France, in 1794, by ordinance of the National As
sembly, to furnish Professors for Colleges and Higher
Seminaries. But the first Normal School for the
training of Elementary Teachers in France, was
organized at Strasbourg in 1810. Now, rirst Norffial gfhool
each department of the Empire is obliged forPr™«yTeachers,
either alone, or in conjunction with other depart
ments to support one Normal School for the educa
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tion of its school masters. In 1849, there were
France, ninety-three of these schools in France, and
ten thousand five hundred and forty-five of their
graduates were actually employed in the Primary
Schools of the Empire.
Says M. Guizot, in a report to the King, in 1833,
on the state of Primary Education in the departReport of M. Guizot, TUGIltS
on Normal Schools.
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Stiasbourg: In all respects the supe
riority of the popular schools is striking, and the
conviction of the people is as general, that this
superiority is mainly due to the existence of the
Normal School."
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Superior; in speaking of which he Degrees o f El ementary
remarks: " The first degree of instruc- instructicn in I'r!mcetion should be common to the country and the towns;
it should be met with in the humblest borough, as
well as in the largest city, wherever a human being
is to be found within our land of France. By the
teaching of Beading, Writing, and Accounts, it pro
vides for the most essential wants of life; by that of
the legal system of weights and measures, and of t he
French language, it emplants, enlarges and spreads
everywhere, the spirit and unity of the French
nationality; finally, by moral and reli- Fpnech OF M .
gious instruction, it provides for another GuizotcmthcS!imeclass of wants, quite as real as the others, and which
Providence has placed in the hearts of the poorest,
as well as of the richest in this world, for upholding
the dignity of human life, and the protection of social
order. The first degree of instruction is enough to
make a man of him who will receive it, and is, at the
same time sufficiently limited to be every where
realized. It is the strict debt of the country towards
all its children."
In relation to the professional training of t eachers,
M. Guizot, thus eloquently discourses:—" All the
provisions hitherto described should be
M'Guizot'
of non effect, if we took no pains to
procure for the Public School thus constituted an
able master and worthy of the high vocation of in
structing the people. It cannot be too often repeated
that it is the Master that makes the School. And,
indeed, what a well-assorted union of qualities is
required to constitute a good school-master! A good
school-master ought to be a man who knows much
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more than he is called upon to teach, that he may
teach with intelligence and with taste; who is to live
in a humble sphere, and yet to have a noble and
elevated mind, that he may preserve that dignity of
sentiment and of deportment, without which he will
never obtain the respect and confidence of families ;
who possesses a rare mixture of gentleness and firm
ness ; for, inferior though he be in station to many
individuals in the commune, he ought to be the
obsequious servant of none; a man not ignorant of
his rights, but thinking much more of his duties;
Qualification showing to all a good example, and serving
otTeachers. ^.0
as a counsellor; not given to change
his condition, but satisfied with his situation, because
it gives him the power of good; and who has made
up his mind to live and die in the service of primary
instruction, which, to him, is the service of God and
his fellow creatures. To rear masters approaching
to such a model, is a difficult task; and yet we must
succeed in it, or else we have done nothing for ele
mentary instruction. A bad school-master, like a
bad parish priest is a scourge to a commune: and
although we are often obliged to be contented with
indifferent ones, we must do our best to improve the
average quality. We have, therefore, availed our
selves of a bright thought struck out in the heat of
the revolution, by a decree of the National Conven
tion, in 1794, and afterwards applied by Napoleon,
in his decree, in 1808, for the organization of the
university, to the establishment of his Central Nor
mal School at Paris. We carry its application still
lower than he did in the social scale, when we pro
pose that no school-master shall be appointed, who
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has not himself been a pupil of the school which
instructs in the art of teaching, and who is not certi
fied after a strict examination to have profited by the
opportunities he has enjoyed."
Normal Schools were first organized in England,
about the year 1805. Lord Brough- Normal gcIl00ls i» E„gam, ever an able and eloquent ad- land ond Wa,es' &cvocate of popular education, in a speech in the House
of Lords, on the education of the people, in 1835,
thus remarks:
Place Normal Schools—Seminaries for training
teachers,—in a few such places as London, York,
Liverpool, Durham, and Exeter, and you will yearly
qualify five hundred persons fitted for diffusing a per
fect system of instruction all over the Lord Brougham on
country. These Training Seminaries Normal frcll00lswill not only teach the masters the branches of l earn
ing and science in which they are now deficient, but
will teach them what they know far less—the Didactic
Art—the mode of imparting the knowledge they
have or may acquire, the best methods of training
and dealing with children in all that regards temper,
capacity and habits, and the means of stirring them
to exertion, and controlling their aberrations." This
able champion of popular education, has lived long
enough to see thirty-six Normal Schools, or Training
Colleges, in England and "Wales, four in Scotland, and
one in Ireland, in successful operation.
Prussia, in 1846, had in active and successful
operation, forty-six Normal Schools, in- Normal Schools
eluding five for female teachers. In the inPrusf,a
forty-one schools for males, there were, at the above
date, over twenty-five hundred pupil-teachers.
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Says Mr. Kay, an intelligent English writer, "The
Prussians, would ridicule the idea of confiding the
education of their children to uneducated masters
and mistresses, as in too many of our schools, in this
country.
They cannot conceive the case of a
parent who would he willing to commit his child, to
the care of a person who had not been educated most
Prussian ideas of Teach- carefully and religiously, in that
most difficult of all arts, the Art of
iog and Teachers.
Teaching. They think that a teacher must either
improve and elevate the minds of his pupils, or else
injure and debase them. They believe there is no
such thing as coming into daily contact with a child
without doing him either good or harm. The Prus
sians know that the minds of the young are never
stationary, but always in progress, and that this pro
gress is always a moral or immoral one, either for
ward or backward, and hence the extraordinary
expenditure, the country is bearing, and the extra
ordinary pains it is taking, to support and improve its
Training Schools for teachers."
In reference to Switzerland, the same writer says:
'• This small country, beautified but impoverished
by its Alpine ranges, containing a population less
than that of Middlesex, and with less than one half
its capital, supports and carries on an educational
system greater than that which our government
maintains for the whole of England
of Joseph Kay.
and Wales.
Knowing that it is
utterly hopeless to attempt to raise the character of
the education of a country, without first raising the
character and position of its school-masters, Switzer
land has established, and at the present moment
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supports, thirteen Normal Schools, for the instruction
of her school-masters and school-mistresses, while
England and Wales rest satisfied with six."
This statement was made, however, anterior to the
year 1846, and before the English government had
awakened to the importance of providing a better
education for the people. As before noted, Normal
Schools have been multiplied there greatly within
the past few years.
There is scarcely a government, either great or
small, among the dynasties of Europe, that does not
recognize this class of institutions, as an indispensable
part of its educational machinery. They are there
no experiment. As we have seen, their ages are
counted bv centuries. From the un- universality of N ormal
Schools in Europe.
pretending Model or Pattern School of no Experiment there.
Neander, in 1570, and of the Abbe de Lasalle, in
1681, they have grown to the full stature of the
nobly endowed, and liberally supported Normal
Colleges of the Prussian government, whose system
of popular education stands unrivalled on the face of
the earth. Her teachers are said to be men respected
for their talents, their attainments, and their charac
ters, by the whole community, and men in whose
welfare, good character and high respectability, not
only the government, but the people themselves, feel
the deepest interest. In birth, early recollections and
associations, they are often peasants, but in education,
in character, and social position, they Character of the Prusare gentlemen, in every sense of the eian Iesch«term, and acknowledged officers of the county gov
ernments. In Prussia, there are 28,000 such teach
ers, the legitimate fruits of her Normal Colleges.
J
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The Prussians have a wise maxim, that whatever
you would have appear in a nation's life, you must
put into its schools. This maxim, practically ap*
High Mental Culture in the plied, renders the highest degree of
Bo^ofemTnuirZern"1. mental culture in the subject, per
fectly reconcilable with the most rigorous despotism
in the government. In pursuance of its teachings,
obedience to the sovereign, and laws, however
despotic, and the doctrine of the divine right of
kings, are thoroughly instilled into the mind of
every child in the kingdom; for be it understood,
that in Prussia, every child is required by law to
attend school until fourteen years be attained, except
in special cases which are otherwise provided for. It
is thus, that the best conceived, and most efficiently
executed system of public education in the world, is
made the strong arm of a monarchical government.
Less than fifty years ago, the condition of the Prus
sian Schools was, according to the testimony of Dr.
Julius before a committee of the British House of
Commons, anything but flattering.
In reply to the
Condition o t Pr uSSian inquiry, " Do you know from your own
Schools and TeacherB
"
fifty years ago.
knowledge what the character and
attainments of the school-masters were, previous to
the year 1819 ?" he says : " I do not recollect; hut I
know they were very badly composed of non-com
missioned officers, organists, and half-drunken people!
Since 1770, there has been much done in Prussia and
throughout Germany for promoting a proper educa
tion of teachers, and by them of children." This
improvement due to signifies that the present efficiency and
bar Normal Schools. p^fcction 0f their Elementary Schools
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are mainly due to the energizing and life-giving
power of their unequaled Normal Schools.
The kingdom of Saxony had nine Normal Schools
in operation in 1848, with three hundred and saxony,
sixty-two pupil-teachers. The annual graduates
of these institutions, are now sufficient to supply
all vacancies which occur in the schools. The pre
scribed course of instruction occupies four years, and
no one can now receive a certificate of qualification
as a teacher, without having gone through this
course, or showing on examination, an amount of
attainment and practical skill which shall be deemed
its full equivalent. The Royal Seminary for teach
ers at Dresden was established in 1785. Royal Seminary for
In 1842 it had graduated six hundred
and fifty-five teachers, who had pux*sued a four years
course of study and practice—a course which Mr.
Kay, a graduate of Oxford, before quoted, pronouxxces
more liberal than nine-tenths of the uxider-graduates
of either Oxford or Cambridge receive. In 1842
there was one thoroughly educated and trained
teacher for every five hundred and eighty-eight
inhabitants. In consequence of their thorough,
liberal and practical education, the com- Social Position of
mon school teachers of Saxony enjoy a T«*horsof-aiOE>
social position which is not accorded to the profession
in any other country.
The Electorate of Hesse Cassel, with a population
of seven hundred and fifty thousand in- Hesse cassei
habitants, has three Seminaries for Teachers. The
course of instruction in them embraces three
years. The Duchy of Nassau, with a popu- D
lation of four hundred and twenty thousand, KassauUCHYOF
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supports one Normal School, which, in 184G, had one
hundred and fifty-four pupils. The course of study,
and practice continues five years, four of which are
devoted to study, including a thorough review of the
branches pursued in the elementary schools, and the
acquisition of s uch others as facilitate the illustration
and teaching of the former. The remaining year is
devoted exclusively to the Principles of Education,
and the Art of Teaching.
Hanover, with a population of 1,790,000, supports
H&noT«r. seven Normal Schools. The course of study
extends through three years. In Bavaria, there
Bavaria, are nine in operation with nearly seven
hundred pupils. The oldest is at Bamburg, and
was founded in 1777, as a Model School of the old
type. It was raised to a Seminary, composed of
pupil teachers, in 1791. In many of the Normal
Seminaries, of the German states, in addition to the
liberal course of studies before alluded to, Yocal, as
Music in Ger- well as Instrumental Music, is cultivated to
man schools.
pjgPegt degree. Their graduates are
proficients in the use of the violin, the piano-forte,
and the organ, and have thus made the Germans
proverbially a nation of musicians.
Numerous other examples of the establishment
and support of these Training Schools, might be
adduced, but this is not necessary. The more im
portant cases have been enumerated to an extent
sufficient to demonstrate the strong hold which they
have secured upon the governments and the people of
the Old World. That the elementary schools of these
countries have attained to an extraordinary degree
of efficiency and -perfection is undeniable. That this
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efficiency and perfection are mainly due to the opera
tion of the Normal Schools and Colleges, is equally
true. If it be objected, however, to the systems^ of
these states, that they tend to produce a blind
acquiescence to arbitrary power, to enslave and not
enfranchise the human mind, it is re- Objections to the Systems
.
.
j
of t hese States Answered.
plied that the evils imputed to them,
are no necessary part of, and may easily he separated
from them. Says Horace Mann : " If the Prussian
school-master has better methods of Teaching Read
ing, Writing, Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, &c.,
so° that in half the time, he produces greater and
better results, surely we may copy his modes of
teaching these elements, without adopting HoraceMann
his notions of passive obedience to govern
ment, or of blind adherence to the articles of a
church. By the ordinance of nature, the human
faculties are substantially the same all over the world,
and hence the best means for their development and
growth in one place, must be substantially the best
for their development and growth every where.
Again he says: "If Prussia can pervert the benign
influences of education to the support of arbitrary
power, we, surely, can employ them for the support
and perpetuation of republican institutions. A
national spirit of liberty can be cultivated more
easily than a national spirit of bondage; and if it
may be made one of the great prerogatives of edu
cation to perform the unnatural and unholy work of
making slaves, then, surely, it must be one of the
noblest instrumentalities for rearing a nation of free
men. If a moral power over the affections and
understandings of the people may be turned to evil,
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may it not also be employed for the highest good ?
A generous and impartial mind does not ask whence
a thing comes, but what it is. Those who, at the
present day, would reject an improvement because of
the place of its origin, belong to the same school of
bigotry with those who inquired if any good could
come out of Nazareth; and what infinite blessings
would the world have lost, had that party been
punished by success."
For many of the interesting facts which have been
enumerated, the undersigned is indebted to the re
ports of Professor A. D. Bache, now of the United
States Coast Survey ; Professor C. E. Stowe, of Lane
Seminary, Ohio; the Hon. Horace Mann, and the
Hon. Henry Barnard, on the Educational Systems of
Europe. Could these details be continued, they would
undoubtedly prove useful for dissemination among
the people. They would serve to exhibit the extra
ordinary efforts which are put forth for the elevation
of the public schools of those countries, whose
experience is far greater than our own, and whose
well directed efforts to promote this paramount
interest of humanity, have been crowned by a noble
success. They would the more deeply impress us
with the truth of the maxim of M. Guizot: " It canReflections on the European not be too often repeated, that it is
Systems of Education.

the

^

^

while we might also be the more strongly confirmed
in the belief that it is the careful special training that
makes the master. It would be useful, too, to ex
hibit the guards and securities that are made to
environ the sacred calling of the teacher in some of
these countries, where none who have failed in other
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pursuits, are encouraged to look upon school-teaching
as an ultimate resource; but the limits of this com
munication will not permit a more extended dis
cussion of this branch of our subject, and the
undersigned leaves it with an earnest commendation
of the documents before named, to the perusal of all
who feel an interest in the education of the people.
The Normal Schools of the United States compiehend, firstly, the Model, or Pattern School of earlier
times; secondly, the professional characteristics of
the European establishments of the Normal Schools in the
.
_
United States.
present day, as far as circumstances
will allow; and thirdly, the academical features of
1

the ordinary school.
That is to say, the Normal Schools of this country
are compelled by reason of the deficient character of
too many of the elementary and other Characteristics
schools, to assume the work of the latter.
They are compelled to exhaust much of their strength
in imparting a knowledge even of the lower elemen
tary studies. In the Prussian Normal Schools a high
standard of literary qualifications is required of a
candidate as a condition of admission to them.
or
is this all. There are Preparatory Schools, in which
not only are the requisite amount and quality of
scholarship imparted to the candidate, but in which,
also, his peculiar fitness and adaptation to the calling
of a teacher are thoroughly tested, before he can be
come a candidate for the Normal Seminary. This
enables the latter to give a much stronger professional
cast to their systems of training, and to dwell more
extensively upon the Science of education and the
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Art of Teaching, which constitutes their true field of
labor.
The disadvantages under which American Normal
Schools now labor will, however, gradually disappear,
hey will themselves correct the evil by elevating
e standard of instruction in the lower schools.
I hey are rapidly multiplying, and are introducing
improved modes of teaching in the public schools,
through the graduates who become the teachers in
T
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School " for the instruction and practice of its pupils
in the Science of Education and the Art of Normal gch00ls
Teaching," in May, 1844. Her annual of Ncw Yorkappropriation for its support, is now twelve thousand
dollars. The total cost of buildings and fixtures to
this time is more than thirty thousand dollars. The
total number of pupils instructed for a longer or
shorter period up to September, 1854, was two thou
sand two hundred and sixty-two. The total number
of graduates, at the same period, was seven hundred
and eighty, of which three hnndred and ninety-one
were females, and three hundred and eighty-nine
males. So successful has this institution been, that,
according to the report of the Executive Committee,
for last year, " it is almost universally regarded as a
necessity, and as an established part of the school
system of the state." The demand for its graduates,
as teachers in the common schools of the State, has
been so great for years, that it could not be supplied,
and a movement is already on foot for the establish
ment of a similar institution in the western part of
the State.
The State of Connecticut has a Normal School in
a very flourishing condition, at New Britain. It was
opened in May, 1850. The total cost of buildings,
is about $25,000; the present number of pupils is
one hundred and eighty-one. From the Normal Schools of
last annual report of the Trustees, it Connecticu'appears that " the applications for Normal pupils as
teachers in the public schools of the State, has con
tinued to multiply far beyond the ability of supply
—a fact which demonstrates both the utility of the
institution, and its advancement in the just apprecia
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tion of a discerning people.'' From the report of
the Hon. John D. Philbrick, State Superintendent
for the past year, it also appears that" the opposition
from ignorance and prejudice which it had to
encounter in the first
stages of its history, has
gradually given place to public confidence, and
earnest, cordial co-operation from all classes in the
community." Mr. Philbrick, further remarks, that
" wherever public opinion has become enlightened on
the subject of education, it is admitted that teaching
is an art to be learned by an apprenticeship, like any
other art, and that special training for the business
of teaching, is as indispensable, as for any other pur
suit or profession; and the time, it is believed, is not
very distant, when intelligent parents would think it
no less absurd to place their children in charge of a
teacher who had not been trained to the principles
and methods of instruction, than to employ a sur
geon who has never made himself acquainted with
the science of human anatomy."
Rhode Island provides for the special training of
Rhode island, her teachers, by the endowment of a
Normal Department in Brown University. The
undersigned has not had access to the reports and
other documents of this establishment, but it is
represented as being in a very flourishing condition.
Wisconsin and I lie states of
Wisconsin and Iowa have
Iowarecognized the necessity of providing for the
special training of their teachers, by endowing a
department similar to that just named in their State
Universities. This plan has not succeeded so well
in the Old World—indeed it is believed to have
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proved a failure there. Whether success will attend
the experiment here, remains to be seen.
The State Normal School of Michigan, was
established by an act of the Legislature, passed
March 28th, 1849, and was opened in March, 1853.
The School was established for 11 all time," and not
as an experiment. The cost of buildings, &c., was
twenty-seven thousand dollars. It is partly Michigan,
supported from the income of a fund derived from
the sale of certain salt-spring lands, and partly by
direct appropriations from the State Treasury. The
fund is now about sixty thousand dollars. It will
eventually reach, as is estimated, one hundred and
fifty thousand dollars. The whole number of pupils
instructed, to the present time, is about six hundred;
The number now in the school, two hundred.
The Provincial Normal School, at Toronto, Canada
West, is one of the most liberally endow- Pr0Tinciai NormaI
ed and successful on this continent. It schools of Canada,
was established by an act of Parliament, in 1846, and
was opened in the old government house, in 1847. In
1852, buildings were erected for the school and for
the offices of the Department of Public Instruction,
at a cost, including grounds, furniture, and apparatus,
of one hundred thousand dollars. For further ex
ceedingly interesting information in regard to this
institution, as well as those of the states of New
York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Michigan, the
undersigned respectfully refers to the communications
from the officers of those establishments, herewith
submitted marked (C.)

III. PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

In the development of a plan for the organization
of a Normal School, it is necessary to consider the
piecise objects which it is designed and expected to
accomplish. In defining these objects, it will not
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suit himself to the ever varying circumstances and
events of his professional life. He must have clear
and well defined views of education; he must under
stand its nature and objects, and be familiar with
those varied processes and appliances by which the
great work is alone to be accomplished.
There is no term which seems to be more imper
fectly understood than that of e ducation. It is made
to mean almost anything to suit the crude and vary
ing views of every class and caste in society. With
one it is a drawing out, and with another Education, p op.
.
l Ideas of,
a pouring in, while with a third it is a contrasted,
little of both. One teacher conceives his true office
to be that of a living, moving, breathing catechism,
from which must issue an overwhelming torrent of
questions, generally so framed and directed, as to
spare his pupil the ungrateful task of exercising his
own faculties, or of exposing his ignorance by an
attempt at an intelligent answer! Another regards
his pupil as a passive recipient of unlimited capacity,
into which it is his special business to discharge the
overflowing fulness of his own mental reservoir ad
libitum et ad infinitum. He seems to conceive it to
be the great end and aim of education to burden the
memory with endless verbiage, with dry facts, and
mechanical rules, the meaning, rationale and applica
tion of which, are alike unknown and unregarded.
Profoundly ignorant of the human mind, and of
those multiplied and intelligent processes by which
its faculties are to be reached and stimulated to
exertion, he knows no higher duty than the mono
tonous, and mechanical tramp of the daily routine.
The reason for this is obvious. He never has made
u ar

4
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the nature, objects and aims of education, his study,
and hence the weak efforts put forth for their realiza
tion, are misdirected and productive only of evil.
Like effects must follow like causes.
One needs but to observe with an intelligent, phil
osophic eye, the results produced by rational modes
of tiaining, to learn that education includes develop
ment^ an d discipline, as well as acquisition. It is also
familiar knowledge to all, that our powers and
Definitions of faculties whether of mind or body, are
strengthened and hence developed by exer
cise or use, provided this exercise or use be regulated
y certain laws./ These laws are, in substance, that
the exercise must be vigorous; that it must be reguar or systematic; that it must be judicious, or in
other words, that it must be neither too long conmued, nor of too short duration. These laws are
Lcw;
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comprehend, any more than the stomach with a
morsel it cannot digest, or the body with a weight it
is incompetent to bear? Another law which regu
lates the development of the mental faculties is, that
they must be applied to the acquisition of knowledge
according to the natural or logical order in which the
departments of its various branches succeed each
other; or, in other words, nothing should be
attempted to be learned until that which naturally
precedes it, and upon which it depends, is first
thoroughly mastered. To cite a simple example,
the principles of Numeration and Notation in Arith
metic, must be well understood before the mind is
prepared for the study of Addition, Subtraction, and
the succeeding subjects. It is believed, Natural order,
that there is a natural sequence or order of succes
sion for the facts and principles of every science,
and that to a certain extent the same is true
in regard to the different sciences themselves; and
hence, it is suggested, that the elementary studies of
our language, forming as they do, the key to the
great storehouse of knowledge, adapted, as they seem
to be by nature, to the progressive development of
the faculties, and as indispensable as they are to the
daily wants of common life, must be made familiar
to every mind as " household words," before it is pro
perly prepared for the investigations of the higher
truths, which follow them.
Now most, if not all, of the errors so common in
the practice of our schools, are directly traceable to
the violation of these simple laws, the knowledge
and proper application of which would go far toward
regenerating our whole system of elementary educa
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tion. Our teachers, then, must know these laws, and
they must cultivate the power and skill requisite to
their successful application in the every day duties of
the school-room.
But, perhaps, it may be charged that tliese ideas
savor too strongly of what is sometimes odiously
denominated fine spun theorizing, and that they have
little to do with the humble every-day life of the
District School. If so, it is respectfully replied, that
as theoretical as they may appear, they are the
deductions from a life-long series of experiments and
observations in tbat great laboratory, the schoolhouse, and that they form the basis of the successful
practice of every true teacher, whether in the Dis
trict School or otherwise. We all do know that
neither a pebble nor a sparrow can fall to the ground,
except by virtue of nature's laws. Is it then too
much to believe that the same Infinite Wisdom,
which thus regulates the sparrow's fall, has also indi
cated the mode by which the greatest work in the
life of his creatures shall be acceptably performed ? '
art °f healing the maladies
r ei ^ l" J piact*ce
o the body, without a knowledge of its well defined
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tli tit the conscience becomes the inward Moral Education,
monitor and the righteous judge. It is by that use
which generates habit, that we learn to refer to it
for the decision of questions of right or wrong; it is
by exercising the sense of justice that we become
accustomed to exemplify the golden rule ; it is by
the practice of truth that we learn to value it, love
it, and live to it; it is by exercising a love toward the
Creator that the young learn to remember Him in
the days of their youth.
Assuming then, that education aims to improve
and perfect the whole man, that it is the harmonious
development of his faculties as a physical, intellec
tual and moral being, and that the general law,
applicable to the case, is that which requires the
systematic, vigorous, and judicious use of these
faculties, it follows that a true teacher or educator,
must understand these comprehensive truths, and
cultivate the skill and ability to apply them; it fol
lows, also, that he i s the best quali- Teachers must Understand
and be able to apply the
fied teacher who imparts to his pupil Laws of D evelopment,
the strongest will and the best way to use his own
powers; and who, instead of constantly communi
cating knowledge to the young, indicates to them
how they may best acquire it for themselves. And
it is further evident, that a Normal School for the
training of teachers, should be so organized and con
ducted as to impress these great principles upon its
pupils, and as far as possible, impart to them the
practical skill and ability as above stated. Nothing
can give such vitality and effect to the labors of a
teacher, as the consciousness that he is acting in
accordance with well established laws, and that all
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his efforts, like so many intelligent and well directed
causes, are with certainty tending, under the bless
ing of Providence, to the production of great and
beneficent results. With a thorough and practical
knowledge of the principles of his art, all doubt and
Adyantages of Philosophical hesitation and uncertainty, as to
Methods of Instruction.
y
hig methodS) f]iSilp.
propriet

of

pear, and he sows his seed in full confidence of a
bountiful and glorious harvest; and it is thus that
his toils, his anxieties and perplexities are over
borne by the proud consciousness of a life devoted to
the highest good of a common humanity.
An eloquent writer and able teacher, (Professor F.
D. Huntington, of Harvard University,) has said
that
No system of education is complete, till it
concerns itself for the entire body and all the parts
The True Mca °f of human life; a character high, erect,
broad-shouldered, symmetrical, swift; not
the mind, but the man. You want to rear men fit
\r:::c:°L:u and ready for a11 sp°ts and crises;
prompt and busy in affairs, gentle
among little children, self-reliant in danger, genial
in company, sharp in a jury-box, tenacious at a
own meeting, unseducible in a crowd, tender at a
sic -bed, not hkely to jump into the first boat at a
ctionate and respectable at
,!PWreC. '
home,
m
m
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where, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord. This is
the manhood that our age and country are asking of
its educators,—well built and vital, manifold and
harmonious, full of wisdom, full of energy, full of
faith."
Is it too much to ask that the Elementary Schools
of N ew Jersey should lay the foundations, broad and
deep, of such a manhood as this? Is Primary schools should
lay the Foundation of
it too much to expect that her teachers, a Nobie Manhood,
to whom is committed a mission so sublime, should
be equal to a task so noble and so exalted ?
Having thus briefly and very imperfectly indicated
what are believed to be the true nature, objects, and
aims of the education demanded by the exigencies of
our age and people, and having also defined to a
limited extent, the qualifications requisite to a proper
discharge of the duties of the Elemen- plan of organizing
the New Jersey State
tary Teacher, it remains for the under- Normal school,
signed to unfold the system of means by which the
Normal School of New Jersey, proposes to realize
the important ends of its establishment.
From what has been said it will readily be inferred :
1st. That prominent among these means must be
a well-considered and judiciously arranged Course of
Study. This Course of Study must be elementary
enough to reach the requirements of the course of study,
humblest Primary School, and at the same time,
comprehensive enough to give the discipline, attain
ment and skill, requisite to qualify the teacher for
any of the advanced grades in the Public School
system of the State.
2d. That this Course must be pursued by the
pupil-teacher, with the double object of obtaining a
b

#
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thorough mastery of every subject embraced in it,
and of acquiring the best methods of using the same
or any part of it, as a means for the progressive
education of others.
3d. That to this end, ideas and not words alone,
principles and not rules merely, the subject and not so
now p ursued, much the booh, must be thoroughly studied
and practically applied.
Not only, then, must the subject be thoroughly
mastered, but at every step the pupil-teacher must
learn to embody the knowledge obtained, in clear
and logical language of his own construction, that he
may thus become familiar with the Didactic Art,
without which his other attainments will be but of
little value. The development of ideas and the
8^li:rZn y P°wer of dearly expressing them,
y
communicated.
must proceed together; and the
student should be presumed to know nothing that
he cannot embody in language at once clear, concise
and well chosen. By being thus taught to study the
subject, and clearly to communicate his knowledge of
it, the pupil-teacher also learns the natural order or
sequence of the ideas, and accustoms his mind to
habits of methodical investigation—of incalculable
service not only in the walks of his profession, but
111 ev eiy department of life. He is thus not only
himself prepared to grapple with whatever questions
may be presented^ for his consideration as a man, a
eac ler, 01 a citizen in morals—in literature, in
nee, or in politics, but is also better qualified to
this inestimable gift upon those he
prln ,•
called upon to instruct. His
education bec33^practical in a two.fold genge . for
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not only does he learn to apply his knowledge and
his power to his own professional pursuits, but also
to the every day business of life; and being himself
practical, he is best fitted to make others so, by
transforming the senseless and mechanical routine of
the Public School, into a vigorous system of disci
pline and preparation for the duties of virtuous and
intelligent citizenship.
The following is the course of study proposed for
the Normal School, in accordance with course of study,
the foregoing suggestions, arranged into departments:
I. ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

The Elementary Sounds.
Spelling—Definition and A nalysis of Words.
Reading and Elocution.
English Grammar, including the Analysis of the
Sentence and Sentential Structure.
Composition, including Rhetoric and Criticism.
The Art of Debate, including Parliamentary Law.
II. GRAPHICS.

Penmanship and Book-keeping.
Object Drawing.
Map
do.
Mechanical do.
III. MATHEMATICS.

Oral or Mental Arithm etic.
Written
do.
Practical Mathematics.
Algebra, (Elements.)
Geometry, (Elements.)
Mathematical Geography and use of Globes, includ
ing also the Elements of Astronomy.
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IV. NATURAL SCIENCE.

Descriptive and P hysical Geography.
Human and Comparative Physiology.
Elements of Natural Philosophy.
Elements of Chemistry.
AiAIllV/O7

Moral Philo sophy.
Natural Theology.
Constitution of the United States and of New Jersey.
School Laws of New Jersey; History of the United
States.
VI. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP TEACHING.

Intellectual Philosophy.
The Study of School Systems.
Lectures on Ed ucation and the Details of Te aching.
Practice in Model School.
Vocal Music thr oughout the course.
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It is believed that the pursuit of this Course, in
the manner heretofore indicated, will make " men of
those willing to receive it," and teachers " worthy of
the high vocation of instructing the people."
The diligent study of the English Language in the
order above named, cannot fail to prove a most valua
ble discipline to the mind, while it will impart the
power of expressing thought, both vocally and in
writing, of immeasurable advantage to the teacher.
By practice on its Elementary Sounds, Advantages of t he study
.
.
and Practice of the Enand in Heading, Elocution and vocal guah Language.
Music, the organs of speech and the ear are culti
vated and the voice is developed, while the Spelling,
Analysis, and Definition of Words, the thorough
Study of Grammar and Sentential Structure, with the
Art of Composition, and the practice of constant,
accurate oral communication at the recitation, and
in the sub-lecture, will give to the pupil-teacher that
fluency, accuracy and skill in the use of language so
essential to his success.
The practice of Penmanship, Object, Map, and
Mechanical Drawing, in the light of their well
defined principles, will cultivate an accuracy and
facility in the use of the hand and the eye, of the
greatest utility to the teacher. The Advantages of Graphic.,, Ac.
ability to write legibly, and with ^ "°L°ctiti
facility, is of course indispensable to Lifeall. And, there is scarcely an individual in society,
no matter how high or how humble his calling, who
would not find a very great advantage in the ability
to draw with ease and accuracy, any of the multitudi
nous objects that meet his eye and engage his atten
tion. The language of Form, is not unfrequently more
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expressive than any other that can be addressed to
the senses. The teacher must learn it, as a means
of illustration and of demonstration.
A single
diagram will sometimes convey more ideas, more
accurately than whole pages of words. The Art of
Drawing serves to give a practical cast to other attain
ments, making that knowledge available and useful,
which, under other circumstances would be a dead
letter. The influence of this art, as a means of
improving the taste, and informing the judgment, by
imparting accurate ideas of form, proportions and
distance, is not among the least of its practical
utilities
^ he necessity of a thorough and practical knoweu0e of Arithmetic, Book-keeping, Geometry, and
eneral Mathematics, is too obvious to need comMathematicg. ment. These branches must occupy a proment place in any system of popular education
claiming to be practical in any sense
In the Department of Natural Science, it has been
oun most convenient to include Descriptive and
Elements o7SNaPtuwVVptlHUTn Physiol°Sy' the
m,
.
„
Philosophy and Chemistry.
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intelligent and useful instruction upon a topic of
such universal importance. It is not designed to
supplant the physician, but rather to impress upon
the young the importance of a proper observance of
those physical laws so essential to the health, hap
piness, and usefulness of all.
In the Department of Ethics, it is intended to
combine all those means at the command of a well
ordered school, for developing and calling into Ethics,
active exercise the manners and morals of its pupils.
That there is great inattention to the social and
moral education of youth in our public schools, has
long been a serious complaint. It is believed by
those who reflect upon the subject, that the develop
ment of the faculties should be bar- Education of Morais and
monious. Indeed, this harmony is Manners Neglected,
indispensable to the formation of a well balanced
character, which is assumed to be one of the highest
aims of education, as understood at the present day.
Tt is said that "Knowledge is Power," and it should
not be forgotten that an increase of the power which
knowledge confers, may prove an increase of the
capacity for evil, unless it be curbed and restrained
by the humanizing influences of moral and religious
truth, impressed upon the heart and conscience, and
practiced in all the actions of life. The extreme
sensitiveness of many, lest this instruction should
assume a sectarian character, has doubtless done
much to cause this great neglect, while the incom
petency of teachers to impart it, has tended to
produce the same result. In a country like ours,
where so much depends upon individual character,
and where a high tone of morality among the people
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is so essential to the purity, and even the perpetuity
of the government, nothing can compensate for the
want of this instruction in the schools of the people.
It is proposed to qualify the pupil-teacher at the
Normal School for the efficient discharge of this great
duty, not only by the study and practice of moral
truth, but by the inculcation of methods for its prac
tical enforcement upon the hearts and consciences of
the young.
The last Department enumerated in the Course of
Study, is that of the Theory and Practice of Teach
ing. Its instructions will include all that system of
Theory and P ractice means by which a school is made an effiof r eaching.
cient educational establishment, instead
of a dull and lifeless machine. Its spirit will per
vade every other department of the institution.
Both the Theory and Practice of this difficult Art
will be learned by the pupil-teacher in the observa
tion of the methods of his instructors. He will
acquire it at the recitation while elucidating with
logical order and precision, the principles of the
various branches forming the Course of Study. He
will learn it by the frequent practice of teaching his
own class-mates, and by the perusal of standard
works upon education, and he will gather it from the
lectures upon the subject to which he will listen
almost daily.
-

But the most efficient instrumentality for perfect
ed
school ing
him ..
in a .knowledge
of his art,' will be
described.
i
,
°
the practice in the Model School,
his school will, when fully organized, be composed
ol at least three departments of fifty pupils each, and
11
be g raded.
+
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The pupils will be of the ages usually found in the
Public Schools of the state, that is from six to six
teen years. The branches taught, and the course of
instruction and discipline therein Conr8eofgtady8ndDi8cip.
will be such as ought to be pursued h™ in Model school,
in all Elementary Schools. The responsibility of
governing, conducting, and teaching the entire
department of fifty pupils, will, as far as possible, be
thrown upon each pupil-teacher, who will thus be
surrounded by the same circumstances as he will find
in the District School. The three departments will
be taken in rotation, beginning with the Primary,
and ascending regularly, through one grade each
term, to the Higher.
The Model School will be under the general direc
tion and supervision of the Principal of the Normal
School, but its special and constant oversight will be
confided to a Superintendent, with at Under Direction and
Superintendence of
least one assistant, who will also be per- whom,
manent. To this school, as before intimated, each
pupil of the Normal School will be sent to practice
his art under the eye of an experienced master—the
Superintendent above mentioned—who will notice
his methods of teaching, pointing out on the spot his
errors, and suggesting the better way. Two weeks
will thus be spent by each pupil-teacher for each
term of his connection with the School, except the
first. A pupil who shall remain two years will thus
have had at least six weeks of experience, under
circumstances that will render it more valuable to
him than that of a year when unaided by the wise
counsels of one who has traveled the road Advantages of
before him. But the practice he thus Model Schooh
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obtains is not the only advantage gained. He is
forced to observe the harmonious workings of a wellorganized Elementary School, and is impressed with
the immeasurable advantage of system and intelli
gence in conducting the complicated and difficult
work of educating the young. He resumes his
studies after two weeks thus spent, a wiser student
and a better learner, for having attempted to direct
the education of others.
In arranging this Course of Study, the under
signed has endeavored to avoid the objection, on the
one hand, of making it too limited for the proper
discipline and expansion of the teacher's mind, and
on the other, of its being too extended for the time
allowed him for its acquisition, keeping constantly in
view the wise maxim that " a good school-master
must know much more than he is called upon to
teach. It is undoubtedly comprehensive enough for
the present exigencies of the Public Schools of the
Course of S tudy may State.
When circumstances shall de
mand it, additions can easily be made
to such an extent as may from time to time be
practicable and useful.
Discipline of Nor-

The discipline of the School will be
mild, yet firm and unyielding. It will be
such as to appeal to the conscience and self-respect of
the student; forming as far as possible, a model
worthy to be imitated in the Elementary Schools of
the people. I lie utmost promptitude and regularity
will be exacted in the discharge of every duty. In
case of any gross violations of the wholesome rules
ot discipline, or of unteacher-like deportment, the
o tender will be promptly dismissed from the institu
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tion, as an unworthy candidate for a profession,
whose highest and most effective teachings, are
through the silent and almost " unconscious tuition"
of a pure and upright examplev
The foregoing suggestions will, the undersigned
trusts, give your Honorable Board an adequate idea
of the general plan upon which it is proposed to
organize, and conduct the Institution committed to
your intelligent care and supervision. The School,
having been so recently opened, and the number in
attendance, in comparison to the whole number
eventually expected and provided for, DetaiiSof or ganization
being so small, no opportunity has yet t0 bc 6i'CD hereafterbeen afforded for arranging and perfecting the
numerous details. These details, together with a
full and more particular exposition of the modes of
instruction, will properly form subjects for discussion
in a similar communication at a future period.

5
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IV. CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE SCHOOL
OPENING OF THE SCHOOL.

In accordance with the resolutions of your Honor
able Board to that effect, and as before stated, the
school was opened on Monday, the first of October.
There were present on that day, fifteen candidates
for admission, five of whom were males and ten were
females. The candidates were welcomed to the insti
tution by Mr. Cole, of the Board of Trustees, and
they were likewise addressed by Dr. Phillips, of the
Board, and by the undersigned, on the objects and
aims of the Normal School, and the important rela
tions they, as its pupils, would sustain to it. In
First week of c onsequence of the unavoidable delay in the
receipt of the furniture and books, the exami
nation for admission was postponed until the second
week. During the first week, the sessions were held
in the City Hall, and the time was spent in general
exciciskS of a miscellaneous character, for the purpose
of dissipating the embarrassment of the candidates,
and of occupying usefully their attention, until the
examination should take place.
Agreeably to the regulations of your Board, estabis iins t le teims and conditions of admission, the
su jjects assigned lor examination, were Spelling,
Keading, Penmanship, Arithmetic, Geography, and
E~^rmis- EnSlish

Grammar. With a view of
, testing thoroughly the attainments
and general ability of each candidate, a series of
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questions upon each of the three last named subjects,
was prepared and printed beforehand. A set of
cards, a copy of which is herewith presented, and the
objects and uses of which are clearly set forth therein,
was also printed in advance. On one side of these
cards were printed the words:—
N. J. STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
EXAMINATION" FOR

ADMISSION.

Number
On the other side was a series of
instructions for the guidance of the candidates, as follows

Card o f Directions
t0 Candidate 8'

DIRECTIONS TO CANDIDATES.

1. You will be known throughout this examination only by the
NUMBER of t his card.
2. Write your own number conspic uously at the top of each page,
and directly under it the subject of examination.
3. Your name must not be written upon any of your exercises.
Every exercise so mu tilated will be rejected.
4. Be particular to number each answer to correspond with the
number of i ts appropriate questi on.
5. Use only words sufficient clear ly to ex press the ideas conveyed
in the answers.
6. If unable to answer any question, write its proper number,
and op posite the same, " I cannot answer."
7. Write on both sides of the paper, leaving the margin indicated
by the red lin es.
8. As soon a s o ne exercise is finished, hand i t to the teacher in
attendance, before beginning another.
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9. Avoid all communication with the other c andidates during the
examination, either by talking or otherwise. All exercises pre
pared in viola tion of this rule will he rejected.
This card will be c alled for a t the close of the examination.
Be careful not to lose or soil it.

Each card was numbered, and, at the hour ap
pointed for the examination, the candidate was sup
plied with pen, ink and paper, together with a set
of questions on one of the subjects, as before men
tioned ; and also with the card, above described, before
him. He then, with none to embarrass or disturb
him, proceeded in accordance with the directions of
the card, to write out in his own language, the an
swers to the questions, in the order of their numbers.
1 his process was repeated with each series of questions
until the whole were finished; each series of an
swers being collected before another set of questions,
upon a different subject, was allowed the candidate.
Many of t hese questions were very searching, and, in
a majority of c ases, were unanswered. These papers
were then carefully scrutinized by the Professors, and
the standing and classification of each successful
candidate were made up from them.
The great advantages of this method will readily
be perceived ; for it not only determines the attain
ments of the candidate in the given subjects, but also
revea s the quality of his penmanship, his spelling
th™M!thoa0f a nd hlS Punctuation5 as well as his ability to
communicate his ideas in writing. It leaves
im to work out deliberately and unembarrassed, his
,n ui and position in the class to which he may
6
w assigned, while the record is in his own hand-
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writing to be preserved for reference in case of dis
satisfaction or dispute.
The examination for this, the First Term of the
School, was not as rigid and exacting as it should
and will be in the future. All the candidates were
admitted; and agreeably to the provisions of the Act
by which the institution was established, re- certificate of
ceived a Certificate of Admission, w7hereof Admissionthe following is a copy in blank :—
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
No
THIS CERTIFIES, That
of
the Township of
County
of
having passed a satisfactory
examination, is entitled, in
proper order, to a seat in the
State N ormal School, from the
and
County aforesaid, commencing with the
term,
or as soon thereafter as a vacancy m ay occur.
Trenton,
Signed,
President Board Trustees.
Countersigned,
Secretary
"
"
Principal.

Previous to receiving a copy of the above Cer
tificate, each candidate subscribed the fol- Declaration and
lowing Declaration and Agreement:
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
The undersigned, having received Certificates of Admission as
pupils in the New Jersey State Normal School, hereby declare, that
it is their intention to en gage in th e e mployment of Teachers in the
Common Schools of this State for at l east two years, and that their
object in resorting to th is school, is the better to quali fy themselves
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for that responsible duty. The undersigned also hereby agree to
report themselves semi-annually, in writing, for t he aforesaid period
ot two years, t o the Principal of the Normal School, in case they
enj°y its privileges for one term or more.

The object of the Agreement affixed to the Dec
laration as above, is to secure tangible and reliable
e\ idence that those who participate in the benefits of
the Normal School are faithful to the obligations they
o\u to the State. These semi-annual reports will
give information of the location, occupation and suc
cess of the pupils, and will be filed, for reference in the
future.
The names, ages, and residences of candidates are
"'Tf ,then recorded in the General Kegister together
with the length of time each has heen engaged in the
us mess ot teaching, and the period during which he
een employed in the same place, together with
o ler statistics as may prove valuable in forming
an estimate of his character and fitness for the work
ot instruction.
NUMBER IN ATTENDANCE, CLASSES, &C.

The number in attendance at the opening of the
term, as before st ated, was
Of this number there were males,
!
"

_"

"

«

females,

.

15
5
i0

The increase has been constant and steady to the
£;r°f PrfeSe"Uirae, and there are now forty-three,
females

^

are males> and

thirtJ-one

ter o^T^' believinS that it might be a matto y°Ur Honorable Board and the
public to be"
ln orme(l of the classes in society repre
'
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sented in the School, has taken some pains to ascer
tain these facts, by inquiring into the occupations of
the parents of the students. The result is as follows :
farmers, 19; mechanics, 5; school-teachers, occupational
5; merchants, 3; physicians, 2; seam- afrits of puPin.
stress, 1 ; county clerk, 1; book-pedler, 1; miller, 1 ;
cattle deale r, 1 ; cooper, 1 ; clerk, 1 ; unknown, 2.
Total, 43.
The constant increase in the attendance has ren
dered it necessary to make three divisions or classes
to meet the necessities of the different grades thus
formed. These classes are trained daily in the Spell
ing, Analysis and Definition of words, Beading and
Elocution, Arithmetic, both Oral and Written, Subje<.ts
Descriptive Geography, and Map Drawing, semi-ofStudy'
weekly, each, in Object Drawing and Vocal Music.
They are also regularly exercised in the art of Com
position, and receive lectures on the Theory and Prac
tice of Teaching. In all these departments the ut
most care is observed to secure that thoroughness,
method and accuracy, both in the investigation of the
subject, and in the art of communicating it heretofore
described; and notwithstanding ail the inconveniences
resulting from constant accessions to the number of
pupils during the term, the undersigned and his as
sociates are confident in the belief that a noble foun
dation has been laid for the qualification of a corps of
teachers that will do honor to themselves, and good
service to the State which encourages them in their
laudable endeavor.
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REGULARITY AND PROMPTITUDE OP ATTENDANCE.

Tliese are essential to the progress of every pupil.
Nothing can compensate for a deficiency in these
respects. And as it is necessary that a teacher
should be the type and exemplar of all that he would
have his pupils to be, the greatest care is taken to
insuie the cultivation of correct habits in this respect
as well as in all others. No absence is permitted,
except in cases of sickness, or other serious emergency,
ihose who wish leave of absence are required to app y or t le same in advance, and to assign satisfactory
Leaye of Absence, reasons for the application. A copy of
the heave of Absence is herewith annexed
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
ORDER, HEAVEN'S FIRST LAW."
JVO.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE is hereby granted to

"A" " °f
it being understood, that a tail*,™? ' V
render this Lea ve null and void

from this date until'

Trenton

County,
at

^ tim® sPecified>

wil1

signed,
.PRINCIPAL.

»ItI1Utbe

onfdaT
'be limits Jii

«d

^™itte,Jt0

be absent, even for
™ch Leave, and any one exceeding

ting nl

entirely

lerefor, will be promptly
dismissed. Tho « '
habit of tardiness'^ Afollow a confirmed
10ugh these regulations may,
at first sio-ht annen
appear severe> yet no one will question
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their justice, who is familiar with the sad and
disorganizing effects upon a school, of the irregu
larities alluded to.
The undersigned begs leave to bear especial testi
mony to the fidelity and zeal of his commendation o f
associates in every department. He can- As60C,atesnot, in justice to his own feelings, forbear making
particular mention of Professor S. C. Webb, VicePrincipal, for the industry and intelligence which he
has brought to bear upon the discharge of his duties.
Entering most heartily into the spirit of the move
ment with which we are in common identified, he
has given to it, in season and out of season, his best
energies and his untiring devotion. To Professor
Ferdinand I. Ilsley, great credit is due for the energy
and patient industry with which he has devoted
himself to the duties of his Department—that of
Vocal Music. In no department was greater defi
ciency manifest among the pupils in the outset. In
none has there been more marked and decided
improvement during the term.
The undersigned is also most happy in being able
to speak, in terms of high commenda- Commendations of
tion, of those who constitute the present Stuiientsclasses in the institution. No case of discipline has,
as yet, occurred, and all seem to be animated by the
desire to realize, in the highest degree, the objects for
the accomplishment of which the School was estab
lished. With few exceptions, there is every reason
to believe that this desire will result in fruition.
These exceptions do not result, however, in a want
of the right disposition, but rather from inability and
lack of adaptation. The interests of the institution
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wiH probably require the withdrawal, at the end of
Lferfedto

' °f

8nCl'

88 C0"Stitute the

Ki^COMMENDATIONS.
l
i
s
obvirt'ha6, wra°lntUOal7 hCrei" eXPressed' i
and conveniences, therein,l"'1'"'"1 BPP01ntmenls
0ne seri°us defect in
the system nf + • •
refers to the waTnf® P''°P°S<!d h<ire' This defect
and development of the'T^101? f°r the Preservation
f education can U cfpSftS"?' " ^ '"""™
UOt address
itself to the whole man."

is made a condition of IT ^ mstltution' -J00'1 health
will be this good henHb
f,0n- But °f what -vail
outset> or of what use
this otherwise SDWr\1U
sjstem
of training, if the
means be not pro "d 1 f
what is brought
here; for pre8erv\^ ^
Physical system against tbe
made upon it? n
7

severe

fortifying the
draughts to be

;ducation-. «MCTL T r ™>.such
NecoS,.ity of

rhysical

severe an d protra

m l ert

rePeated

diat

he carried out will i
on
]?lan here indicated
.fare v_pon the bodily'' " V Pr°Ve a Perpetual war^nthtmateZliZT™' ^ the «P>lilibrium
depart™^ of educ^'T °f «» *™*-- . This
!"

country; whereas b ''' ""J8' ,entlrely neglected
Old world. Gvm T &S universally regarded
supply ag regular and o TS-Calisthenics there
do Language and Matb
exercise f«r the body as
einatics for the mind. The
tllls

ln tlle
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severe study required to carry out a vigorous and
manly course of mental and moral training will not
allow of time sufficient for bodily exercise taken in
the ordinarily irregular and uncertain way. Physical
exercise, to be effective and useful as a means of
development, must be reduced to a system, and must
be vigorous and hearty; and it thus becomes practi
cable, b ecause less time is needed to meet the require
ments of the body, than in the slow and oftentimes
tedious methods in common use. The undersigned,
therefore, most earnestly recommends to your Honor
able Board that at the earliest possible period, ample
provision be made for the physical training of those
who are to be the ministers and executors of a nobler
system of education among us.
CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION.

By the provisions of the Act for establishing the
Normal School, each of the Town Superintendents—
nearly or quite one hundred and eighty in number—
is authorized to recommend four candidates for exami
nation and admission to the institution each year.
These candidates, of whom there might be seven
hundred and over, may then appear before the Board
for examination, and those who are found qualified
may receive a certificate of such qualification, and
be admitted into the School whenever vacancies may
occur for their respective districts. As the School is
limited to two hundred and forty pupils, it is obvious
that this course might lead to great confusion and
inconvenience. Some modification of this plan may
be'required in the future, and your attention is
respectfully called to the subject at this time.
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DEGREES.

llie >sormal School has been established and
endowed by the State for the purpose of improving
and elevating her public schools. By the conditions
of admission, each candidate must sign a Declaration
of I ntention to engage in the business of teaching in
the State for at least two years. It will of course be
lor the interest of the commonwealth to retain within
her borders as many of the graduates of her Normal
School, even after that period, as possible.
nc a ain, much has been and is said about
making the business of teaching a profession. But
no deceive steps pointing to that result secm to w
sclio >1 1 Gn "I
desirable'™

in^

1uarter- It is obvious that our
that degree of efficiency so
persons of tint,

attaiu

to make it tl
we"as i' .

and

character, are induced

' rlh"S ,0r life-

h:,ri \°a

5

™st h„u out i'ts t
tempt the In ri 11

11

profesi°"'

in M; "

»-

<,ged and respe0,ed'
11
s as weii as emoluments to

hi«h-

leart®d- *lt has been said that
" he is a benef.
one blade of grals to s° hlS laCe' Wh° haS CauSed
flourished." If this 1
"P Wh®re n°ne before
must he be who I ° &i°' 10W saPremebr beneficent

thoughts and noble aspiratffin^ "T bei"S slorious
S1U
S before benighted
and in darkness' TP \ i
developing the ^7 . 1 e a public blessing to aid in
rto^ntn^r?'
°f a Mtb". a"J if
with its plaudits , 6 t0 that res«lt are to be crowned
plaudits, how much more worthy ought lie
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to be considered who has added one idea to DignUy of the
the sura of human thought, and who devotes Callinga life to the increase of that intellectual and moral ivealth,
<which, after all, lies at the basis of the material prosperity,
as well as the happiness of our race !
With a view, therefore, of encouraging the gradu
ates of your Normal School to serve the interests of
the cause of education in the State, after their
assumed obligations are discharged, and of stimulating
them to contiuued efforts at improvement, and to a
life-long devotion to the cause of popular instruction,
by making their calling in fact what it now is only
in name—a profession—the undersigned respectfully
submits to your Honorable Board the propriety of
considering whether steps ought not to be taken by
which a Degree might be conferred upon all who at
the end of the two years, should give satisfactory evi
dence to the Board, of success in their calling, and of
continued efforts at improvement, and Deferred
srce8 to
^conby a Board
who should signify their intention of orTnute«.
continuing their labors in the cause of education.j If
authority could be conferred upon your Honorable
Board to this effect, it is believed that it would operate
as a strong incentive to many, to remain in the ser
vice of elementary instruction, who would otherwise
seek other fields of usefulness and honor. There can
be no sensible objection to this plan, while it is
obvious that it would produce the happiest results to
the cause of public education. At the end of two
years more, an additional Degree might be conferred
upon such as should propose to continue in the calling
for which they have been specially educated. This
policy would also operate as an encouragement to
1

#
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persons of superior attainment to resort to the Nor
mal School for professional training. While all other
professional schools confer this honor upon the worthy
and deserving, why should the Normal School form
an exception to the rule ?

BOARDING FOR PUPILS.

The most serious obstacle at present encountered
by this institution, is that of securing proper boarding
arrangements at reasonable rates. The services of
the school-master are usually poorly requited, and
hence his means are limited. He cannot, therefore,
afford to pay the city prices for boarding, and yet it
is essential to his progress that he should be' comfoitably accommodated. In the opinion of the
undersigned, if some combination could be effected,
A R ecommendation. and proper rooms be procured, so that all
who desired low prices could be accommodated in the
same house, the object could be secured. One large
establishment for each sex could thus be organized
and so conducted as to contribute alike to the conven
ience and comfort of the boarder, and the ample
remuneration of the proprietor. This would also
acilitate the establishment and vigorous enforcement
o such "wholesome regulations as experience has
pro\ed to be necessary in such cases. An efficient
committee of the Board could undoubtedly effect such
arrangements, if a little time were to be devoted to
the matter.
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CONCLUSION.

From the brief details given as to the progress and
condition of the School, its prospects for the future
may be in a measure inferred. The applications for
admission are already numerous for the next term,
and are constantly multiplying. The Prospcct8 of the
school is daily visited by increasing num- Scho°1bers of the citizens of the State, all of whom testify a
warm interest in its objects and success. With the
liberal legislative encouragement afforded it, aided by
the intelligent care and supervision of your Honora
ble Board, it can scarcely fail to become a most
powerful instrumentality for the promotion of popular
education, and at the same time a monument of the
wisdom and foresight of those who have contributed
to its establishment.
The undersigned cannot bring this somewhat pro
tracted communication to a close without expressing
bis grateful acknowledgments to your Honorable
Board for the earnest and cordial co-operation which
he has received at every step from your hands. It
is but just, further to remark, that this communi
cation has been prepared between the intervals of
daily duty at the school, and under circumstances
the most unfavorable for that unity and continuity of
thought so essential to clear and consistent statement.
If, under these circumstances, this communication
should, as it doubtless will, be found imperfect, he
indulges the hope that it will receive due considera
tion therefor, at your hands.
All which is respectfully submitted.
WM. F. PHELPS,
Principal S. N. S.
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DOCUMENT A.
Showing the number, titles and authors of boohs in the Library of
the Ne w Jersey State Normal School, for the term ending March
1, 1856.
Title.

Arithmetic—Practical,
"
Philos.,
"
Intel.,
Geography,
Earth and Man,
Reader—Young Ladies,
"
Humorous,
"
Oratory,
Debater—American,
Grammar,
Mathematics—Practical,
Speller,
Elocutionary Chart,
Die.—U nabridged,

Hallelujah,
Robin Red Breast,
Analytical M anual,
Die.—Quarto E d.,
Rhetorical Reader,
Perspective and P late,
Shades and Shadows,
Grammar of Gram.,
Pronouncing Gazetteer,
Mathematics,

Author.

No. Copies.

Thomson.
Stoddard.

100
50
50 '
50
50
50
50
50
50
100
50
100
2
6

«

McNally.
Guyot.
Sanders.
Oldham.
Mandeville.
McElligott.
Wells.
Davies.
Sanders.

tt

Webster.

Mason.
Sanders.
McElligott.
Webster.
Porter.
Thenot.
Davies.
Brown.
Baldwin.
Hutton.

Whole number purchased,
Carried forward,

100
40
50
50
50

1

1
1

1054
1054
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No. Copies.

Amount forward,

1054

DONATIONS TO THE SCHOOLS.
Title.

Author.

Eng. Literature, 19th Cen.,
" Language,
Graphics,
Algebra and Key,
((
" 1st part,
(C
« 2d "
(e
(C
Primary,
((
" Key,
Algebra,
u
Higher,
Arith metic-—Higher,
a
Prat, and K ey,
a
Higher,
u
Practical,
u
National,
cc
Higher,
u
High School,
Geometry and T rigonometry,
a
Elements,
<c
Higher,
Trigonometry,
Surveying,

ti

Elocution,
Hist, of England,
Geog.—Physical,
Bourdon,
Arith. University,
Book-Keeping,

Cleveland.
"
Peale.
Alsop.
Ray.
l(

Lawrence.
«

Davies.
Perkins.
it
a

Lawrence.
a

Greenleaf.
Thomson.
Blanchard.
Davies
Perkins.
IC

Davies.
Gillespie.
Sweet.
Clark.
Fitch.
Davies.

a

Fulton and Eastman
McGregor.

Carried forward,

0

1092
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No. Copies.

Brought forward,
Title.

Book-keeping,
Analogy,
Crit cism—Elements,
Khetoric,
(C

Night Thoughts,
Course of Tim e,
Task and Table Talk,
Seasons.
Comp. and Khetoric,
Eng. Comp.,
Philosophy—Natural,
"

1092
Author.

u

"
Intellectual,
Chemistry,
Gram mar,
Musical Manu al,
Bible—large,

Total numb er of volumes.

Crittenden.
Butler.
Kame.
Newman.
Day.
Young.
Pollock.
Cowper.
Thompson.
Quackenbos.

U

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

\

Smith.
Parker.
Mahan.
Gray.
Clark.
Perrot, &c.

1
1
1
1
1
2

11
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DOCUMENT B.
Memoranda of Furniture and fixtures

belonging to th e Neio Jer sey

State Normal School, and purchased prior to January 1, 1856.
25 Double Cherry Des ks, with chairs to match, to accom
modate fifty students.
1 Largest size New York Teacher's Desk.
4
«
"
«
Usher's Desks for Class Rooms.
6 Oak Arm Chairs.
1 Largest size Cruchley's Terrestrial Globe, 22 inches.
1 Eight Day Clo ck,
5 Common Black-Boa rds,
12 Brushes for "
3 Cast Iron " Equator" Stoves, with pipe.
2 Small Hand Bells.
2 Looking Glasses.
2 Zinc Water Coolers, with Britannia cups.
2 Cedar Water Pails.
1 Box Superior Mathematical Instruments.
1 General Register—(Blank Book.)
1 Term Class,
"
"
1 Common Cylinder Stove and P ipe.
3 Cast Iron Pen Racks.
3 Ink Stands.
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r"Z-!° S' ?T> Woolwortll> LL- D; on the History,
nd"'0n and Result* of the New York State Normal
NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL
TRENTON, Dec. 10th, 1855.

To s. n.

pr;„cilx,i
State Normal School, Albany :

Wwm, LL, d,

)

f

Nem

°,l0W me t0 'rouble you
l
concerning tiro pact history,
X oMl TV fUh'r° pr0"Pec,s »"d practical
Should tour" "8''ll"lon "v*:r which you preside?
give as full ,, """K,rous engugements permit you to
P°SSible ,0 ,he6e inquiries, you
will bv 1 *""
u'lrsiened
* «»"" *«» upon'he
ym

tion in this Slate, n^'eVi-Ml"5® °f ,NormaI mstrl"-i»g the results of'ti a
Pnvilege of embodyStates»
in our Annual Repo^^tlT
convene.
legislature, soon to

NormIi°LhCl10beea -Peri°d ^ ^
been in operation ?

„

01

^^

Pen°d was ifc

tion for i ts support*?

NeW Y°rk State

originally established?
°f ^ 0riginal aPProPria-

"Ppropriated for the same purpoTf "

anDUaUy

fixtures as nearly as^ou ^ °f ^ buildinSs and
*
y on can ascertain ?
for alongerorlhorter'! ""f" °f P"pils instr«cted
period, since its establishment ?

8-5
How many of these were males and how many
females?
6. Of t hese how many have graduated ?
7. To how many pupils is the school entitled ? an d
how many are now in attendance ?
8. Are any Pledges to Teach required of pupils ?
If so, for what period of time ?
9. What are the privileges of pupils, as to instruc
tion, use of books, mileage, &c. ?
10. From the best sources of information at your
command, are you satisfied that the great mass of
those instructed at the Normal School actually
devote themselves to the cause of common school
instruction ?
H. What means have you of judging accurately
this subject?

uPon

12. Does the superior success of teachers specially
trained for their profession at the Normal School,
justify the expense of i ts support and the wishes and
expectations of the people of the State ?
13. Are there any means more efficient, by which
^ith the same or less expense the cause of common
school education could be more directly and power
fully served ?
14. Any other information bearing upon this sub
ject, not covered by these inquiries, and which you
n3a>' deem important, will be gratefully received by,
Very Truly Yours,
WM. F. PHELPS,
Principal New Jersey State Normal School.
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A similar series of inquiries was addressed to the
Principals of the other institutions named in the
body of this Report, from each of whom, full replies
were received, and are herewith annexed.
The
undersigned embraces the present opportunity of
tendering to each of the gentlemen referred to, and
whose names hereinafter appear, his grateful ac
knowledgments for the valuable information afforded
in the answers which follow.
WM. F. PHELPS.
s- B- Wool worth, LL. D., Principal N. Y. State Normal
School, Albany :

From

NEW YORK STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

December 12th, 1855.

)

j

WILLIAM F. PHELPS, ESQ.—My

Dear Sir.—I take
the first moment at my command to answer your
inquiries, seriatim.
. 1. The New Pork school has been in operation
since the eighteenth of December, 1844.
2. For five years.
o.

The original appropriation for the support of the

SftT
912,000 per annum.

The SUm

"°W W°Priated is

4. The total cost is upwards of $30,000.
5. The whole number of pupils instructed for a
longer or shorter period, up to September, 1854, is
the6 Wht ?,mber

Wh° W r
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7. The school is limited to 256, and there are 240
now in attendance.
8. The pupils on entering the school are required
to sign the following declaration:—" We, the sub
scribers, hereby DECLARE, t hat it is our intention to
devote ourselves to the business of teaching the
schools of the State, and that our sole object in re
sorting to this Normal School is the better to prepare
ourselves for this important work."
9. Tuition and books, free. Mileage, three cents
per mile, on distances from the school, twice a year.
10. I have no doubt that, with few exceptions, the
graduates teach. Many of those who were in the
first classes have been continuously teaching to the
present time.
It is not to be expected, in the nature of things,
that all should do so. There is scarcely a large
village, or city, in the State, in which are not in
actual service, some of the graduates of the school.
It is confidently believed that the influence of the
school on the character of education has been very
decided. In many cases the graduates, when they
have ceased to teach, have become local school
officers, and by their enlarged and liberal views, and
their acquaintance with the best methods of instruc
tion, have done much to give character to the schools
which have been under their care.
12. No objection has lately been made to the
expense of the school. It is almost universally re
garded as a necessity, and as an established part of
the school system of the State.
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13. None. Other things should be done, but this
cannot he omitted.
14. The most serious difficulties against which the
school has to contend, is in the mode of appointment
of it s pupils. Many of the local school officers do not
truly appreciate the character and importance of the
school, and do little to direct to it the best class of
pupils. The consequence of this is that some counties
are not fully represented, and others send pupils of
little maturity of mind, and who have no fixed pur
pose of action in the high duties of the teacher's
Profession. It is proposed that a thorough visitation
of the Academies should be made by the secretary of
the Board of Regents, and especially of those in
which are established Departments for the education
of teachers. _ It is hoped that by this means an entire
harmony will be established between the Normal
School and the Academies, and that these will, in
their Teacher s Departments, become nurseries to the
Normal School.
It is expected, that in this way, the difficulty of
securing the best class of pupils to the school, will be
in a very great degree removed.
The Secretary of the Regents, who has been the
Principal of the Normal School, will, it i8 thought,
has be able to exert a more decided influence in its
favor than he has before done.
Wish f°r the hiShest s^cess of the
eJIitheVei7
-nterprise in which you are engaged,

I am very truly yours, &c.,
S. B. WOOL WORTH,

Prin. N. T. S. N. ,S.
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From Prof. TV. Ormiston, Assistant Master of the Provincial
Normal School, Toronto, G. W.
PROVINCIAL NORMAL SCHOOL, " I

Toronto, Dec. 17, 1855.

j

Mr. W. F. Phelps, Principal of New Jersey State Normal
School, &c., &c., &c.
DEAR SIR :—I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 10th inst., containing
several questions in reference to our Normal and
Model School, and most cordially do I comply with
your request, to furnish you all the information in
my power. I shall answer your questions in order:

1st. The Normal and Model Schools for Upper
Canada—established by an Act of Parliament in
1846—were opened on the 1st of November, 1847,
in the old Government House, (city of Toronto.)
2d. In 1852, premises were erected for the institu
tion, and for the offices of the Department of Public
Instruction, at a cost of one hundred thousand dollars,
including the grounds, which are beautifully laid out,
and all the expense of furnishing apparatus, &c.
3d and 4th. The number of students who have
received instruction in the institution for a longer or
shorter period, very few for less than five months, is
one thousand seven hundred and seventy-seven, of
whom one thousand and ninty-five are males and
six hundred and eighty-two females; and there are
besides, in attendance at present one hundred and
thirty.
5th. From the opening of the school until the close
of the 8th session in October, 1852, four hundred and
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thirty students, of whom three hundred and twenty
were males, received certificates of qualification from
the Master, and went forth as teachers. Since that
time until the present, three hundred and forty-six
students, of whom one hundred and eighty are males,
have received Provincial Certificates, signed by the
Chief Superintendent.
These Certificates are of two
classes First and Second—and many who obtain
only a second class, afterwards return, attend another
session and get a first class.
. Gth- The annual cost of supporting the institution
is not far from ten thousand dollars, over two
thousand dollars of which is received as fees from
the four hundred children who attend the Model
School. But for particulars on this head, I refer you
to the Annual Report of 1854, lately published, which
contains a full statement both of income and expen
r
diture.
Besides this, the Legislature grant the sum of four
thousand dollars to facilitate the attendance of
teachers at the institution, by assisting to defray the
expense of board; tuition and the use of books being
7th Nearly all the students trained in the instituion devote themselves for a longer or shorter time
to the duties of the profession, and I think a very
STST^ °f
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e maleS C
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Not a

farther> <™d
qualify th 1^
Central tTSfe%f0r ****** In
Grammar or
entral schools. Some of the young men attend

while8!""3 uU(lmately enter some other profession;
man,--lt ,s to be hoped most-of the females,
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after a few years, assume other, holier, and more
private duties.
The means employed to ascertain whether our
students devote themselves to the business of teach
ing, are two-fold, official and private. Every local
Superintendent of common schools is required to
state, in his annual report to the Chief Superin
tendent, how many of the teachers, employed in his
town or district, have been trained and where. In
addition to this, the Masters in the Normal School
maintain a frequent correspondence with the teachers
after they leave the institution, and during their
visits to different parts of the Province, are careful
to inquire into this matter; and although, owing to the
superior pecuniary prospects which are presented by
Merchandise, Medicine and Law, as also on account
of h ealth, and want of fitness for the work, a consider
able number abandon teaching for some other voca
tion, still, I think I am fully warranted in making
the statement that a large proportion of our pupils
are engaged in the business of teaching.
8th. In my opinion, the influence of this institu
tion, direct and 'indirect, by elevating the character
and position of the teacher—by improving the
arrangement and management of the schools, and
by advancing the interests of the cause of education
generally, more than amply compensates all the
outlay; and unless I greatly err, such is the opinion
of nine-tenths of the inhabitants of our country.
Indeed, notwithstanding the fact, that the establish
ment of such an institution, necessarily, superinduces
many changes, and requires a considerable time fully
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to approve itself, so convinced are the community of
its high utility, that it has ever received at the hands
of our Legislature the most generous support. In
deed, with reference to an enlightened and liberal
suppoit of common schools and general education,
our government will compare most favorably with
that of any other land.
. 9tb- The best evidence that the teachers trained
in the Normal School generally excel, is found in
the constant and increasing demand for them
ar more than we can supply, and the fact that
higher salaries are offered to them than to others,
few
exce tions
even although, owing to the
P
urgency of the demand, many leave before they have
completed the course of study, and are consequently
But aTlTh h Cre?ab'y '° <3iS°h*rSC their
But all who have obtained a first class certificate
rank foremost in the profession.
'
100, The teachers in training at the Normal
School spend at least one half day each week in the
Model School, either in teaching themselves, or in
Wh°
S°
to uTehV
J" uddition
to which they are not unfrequently reauirofl to •
lessons to their fellow-studeul in

embraces all the h
study in the Normal School,
E"«lisI'
required to he t ^ °f
especial! ,Im q 8
°'U' best
wheels;
Art
teac"ins E"=lish
C;
and tbe Use of
Globes; Arithmetic M
progression; Plane Ge
^ &S quadratics and
' lane Geometry, with lectures on Natu
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ral P hilosophy, Physiology and Chemistry; Writing,
Drawing, Book-Keeping and Vocal Music; with
occasional le ctures on other subjects—such as Eng
lish lit erature, Mental Science, Sec.
In the management of the schools, the two sexes
meet only in the Lecture Room, and are not allowed
to board at the same houses, or to maintain any
familiar intercourse. The spirit of the government
is decidedly parental, and we have not the least diffi
culty in the way of discipline.
I have shown this letter to Mr. Robertson, Head
Master, a nd he concurs heartily in it.
I shall be pleased to hear from you at any time,
and will most readily furnish any further information
you may require in reference to our common school
system in Canada.
I remain, very sincerely, yours,
WILLIAM ORMISTON.

From. IF. II. Wells, A. M., Principal State Normal School,
West field, Mass.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WESTFIELD, MASS , )

December 17, 1855.

)

take pleasure in answering your
inquiries respecting the Normal Schools of Massa
chusetts, as fully as an unusual pressure of other
engagements will permit.
There are four Normal Schools now in opeiation
in th e State, one at Frarningham, for females only;
one at Westfield, for both sexes; one at Bridgewater,
for both sexes ; and one at Salem, for females only.
MY DEAR S IR.—I
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The first Normal School of the State was opened
at Lexington, July 3d, 1839. This school was
removed to West Newton, in September, 1844 ; and
in December, 1853, it was again removed to Framingham, where it is now permanently located.
The second Normal School was opened September
4,1839, at Barre, and continued till November, 1841.
It was then suspended about three years. In Sep
tember, 1844, it was re-opened at Westfield, where
it is now permanently established.
The third Normal School was opened at Bridgewater, Sept. 9 th, 1840, and is permanently located
at that place.
The fourth Normal School was opened at Salem,
September 14, 1854.
In 1838, Edmund Dwight, Esq., of Boston, placed
the sum of $10,000 at the disposal of the Board of
Education, to be expended in qualifying teachers of
common schools, on condition that the Legislature
would place an equal sum in the hands of the Board
for the same purpose. This proposition was promptly
met by the Legislature, and the Board thus found
themselves in possession of $20,000.
In 1842, the Legislature appropriated the sum of
$6,000, annually, for the support of Normal Schools.
In 1849, this appropriation was increased to $7,000
annually; and in 1851, to $8,200, annually. In
1853, the Legislature made provision for the estab
lishment of the fourth Normal School, and at the
same time added $3,000, annually, to the appropri
ation for the support of Normal Schools.
The
Legislature of the present year has raised the appro
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priation for the four Normal Schools to $13,000
annually.
The Normal Schools have also the benefit of a
fund established by the late Henry Todd, Esq.,
which adds about $500, annually, to the appropria
tion of the State. Besides the sums already named,
the State appropriates $1,000 annually, for each of
the four Normal Schools, to aid those students who
find it difficult to meet the expense of attending a
Normal School without assistance.
In providing buildings and grounds for the Normal
Schools, th e State has furnished about half the funds
required, and about half has been received from other
sources.
The whole number of pupils attending the four
Normal Schools at the present time is about three
hundred and fifty. There have been connected with
the schools since their organization, a little over
three thousand pupils.
The whole number of instructors employed in the
four N ormal Schools at the present time is fourteen
or fifteen.
Pledges to teach are required as a condition of
admission, but no exact period has yet been estab
lished during which the pledge shall be binding.

Tuition is free in all our Normal Schools, and
most of the common text-books are furnished without
charge; but each pupil pays about three dollars a
year to meet incidental expenses.
The Model Schools connected with our Normal
Schools, have not in all cases proved the most suc
cessful part of our system; but this has probably
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resulted from untoward circumstances, rather than
rom any inherent tendency in the relation.
ith \my few exceptions, the pupils instructed in
our .Normal Schools, devote themselves faithfully to
teaching in the public schools of the State
The best evidence that onr Normal Schools have
the confidence of the State, is perhaps found in the
frequent additions that have been made to the appro6l'PPOTL
AS ">e "PPK-Pri-tion for
ihl next d
RrLrx think if™ ? larS6r ,ha" •» previous
grant, I think it maybe very safely assumed that
the resets of Normal instruction are'rega dei bythe
State as just.fy.ng the cxpens<!s
T

or thtt:i:,LhsTounoP:opa::mpted
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The friends of education in A/Too i
With much interest upon I
'°0k
provide a school i„ /hich theT^
have the benefit of thorough pr^J
Nours, very truly,
WLITTA\R
T>HELPS, E
TVSQ.,
WILLIAM T?
F. P

^

Principal N. J . State Normal School

WELLS.
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From Hon. John D. Philbriclc, Superintendent Common Schools,
Connecticut.
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF COMMON SCHOOLS,^
STATE OF CONNECTICUT.
L
NEW BRITAIN, January 4th, 1856.
J
WM. F. PHELPS, Esq.—Dear Sir: Your favor of
the tenth ultimo was duly received, but absence from
home and pressing engagements have prevented me
from answering your interrogatories until this time,
and even at this late day I must be brief.

1. Our Normal School has been in operation since
May fifteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty.
2. The whole cost of the building and fixtures, up
to the present time, is about twenty-five thousand
dollars.
3. When the school was established, it was sup
posed that the sum of ten thousand dollars, or, at
most, twelve thousand dollars, would be amply suffi
cient to erect a suitable building for its accommodation,
and it was located in this village on condition that
the building should be furnished by the inhabitants
of the place. For this purpose, a joint stock company
was formed, and stock to the amount of sixteen
thousand dollars was paid in. But when the building
was completed, its cost was found to be upwards of
twenty-three thousand dollars. Of this the State
paid about seven thousand five hundred dollars. In
addition to these sums, the State has since expended,
in alterations and repairs, about fifteen hundred dol
lars. This building is designed to accommodate, not
only the pupils of the Normal School, but also the
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Model School, consisting of four Departments, and
about four hundred pupils. When the building
ceases to be used for the accommodation of the State
Normal School, it reverts to the possession of the
company by which it was erected.
4. The cost of supporting the school is four thou
sand dollars annually, which is drawn from the State
treasury. When it was established, the sum of ten
thousand dollars was appropriated, to which one
thousand dollars was added, to support it for four
years, that is, ten thousand five hundred dollars per
year. At the expiration of four years, the legislature
made a new grant to the school of four thousand dol
lars per year for five years. This sum is found to be
insufficient for the school with its full complement of
pupils.
5. The number of pupils is limited to one from
each School Society, or two hundred and twenty-one
in all. Until the number reaches this limit, a Society
may send pupils without restriction. From some
Societies we have received six or eight, while others
are unrepresented.
6. The number now in attendance is one hundred
and eighty-one.
7. As a condition for admission, candidates are
required to make a written declaration, as on page
sixteen of the catalogue, which I send with this °
8. Text-books are furnished for the use of pupils,
and a tax of twenty-five cents per term is required to
keep the books in repair. Pupils are allowed to use
the library of reference books, and also the general
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9 . 1 have already alluded to the Model School, or
School of Practice. This is what may be described
as a union graded school, consisting of a high school,
with about one hundred and twenty pupils; a gram
mar school, with about one hundred and twenty pu
pils ; an intermediate school, with about seventy-five
pupils, and a primary school, with from eighty to one
hundred pupils. Most of these pupils belong to the
village, and the permanent teachers are employed
and paid by the district. The principal of the high
school has the immediate supervision of all the
departments. He has one permanent assistant in his
department, and there is one female teacher perma
nently employed in each of the three other depart
ments, who exercise a control and superintendence
over their respective departments, though subordinate
to the Principal. These schools are in the Normal
building, and the Principal of the Normal School
exercises a general supervision over the whole. The
actual instruction in the three lower departments,
and a portion of that in the highest, is given by the
pupils from the Normal School.
In the Normal School there are three classes, and
the exercises and recitations are so arranged, that for
each hour of the day, except the first hour in the
afternoon, one of the classes, or a portion of it, is
occupied in teaching in the different departments of
the Model; the senior class being so engaged during
the first hour, the middle class, the second hour, and
so on.
At the beginning of each term, a pupil from the
Normal School, is assigned, by the Principal, for each
recitation in the Model School, in which assistance is
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needed, the Normal pupil having only one class to
teach in each branch during the term, or for half a
term. In the grammar department of the Model
School there are four classes, each class having four
recitations daily, besides exercises in writing, singing
and drawing; consequently, about thirty Normal
pupils would assist in that Department at different
hours during the day, not more than four being
engaged there at the same time.
The Principal and Professors attend and direct
these recitations as much as possible. On one day of
each week classes from the Model School are taught
by Normal pupils, in presence of the Normal School,
and these performances are afterward criticised by
Professors and Normal pupils. The pupils of the
Normal School are also instructed, each term, by lec
tures in the Theory and Practice of Teaching, and
oral and written essays are required on topics relating
to school teaching, especially from members of the
upper classes.
10. Nearly all the pupils teach in the schools of
the State for a longer or shorter period. We have
not attempted to obtain any exact statistics to prove
this, though we h ave evidence quite as satisfactory to
our minds, as any statement in numbers could be.
11. I hear but one opinion with regard to the utili
ty of th e Normal School, and that is, that it is not
only to be continued in existence, but that it must be
extended, and that more liberal provision must be
made for its support.
1 orfurther information on this point I beo- leave
to refer you to the remarks relating to the institution,
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in the last Annual Report of the Superintendent of
Common Schools to the Legislature (which I send
with this), and also to the Reports of the Trustees of
the School.
12. "We h ave in this State, as there are elsewhere,
excellent teachers who never enjoyed the advantages
°f a Normal School; but between teachers who have
a tended the Normal School, and those who have not,
mugh having the same amount of experience, and the
same degree of natural talent, there is, usually, a
mar ved difference in favor of those who have attended
tte Normal School.
13 Tti accom
f tn •
panying documents contain such
er information as I am now able to forward,
the
^ earnesf; wishes for your entire success in
important enterprise in which you are engaged,
I remain, very truly yours,
JOHN D. PHILBRICK,
Superintendent Com. Schools.

f rom J jy

• Sill,
Secretary Board Instruction, Michigan
State Normal School, Ypsilanli.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL YPS ILANTI, ]

January 9th, 1856.
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P- PHELPS,

School:
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Principal New Jersey State

'i*5 :~-Professor Welch being in poor health,
file to answer your letter of Dec. 10.
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I will reply to your questions in the order in
which they are propounded.
1. The Michigan Normal School was established
by Act of Legislature, March 28, 1849.
It was intended to be a permanent institution and
was established for all time. It was opened March,
1853.
2. The fund devoted to the support of the Normal
School, is derived from the sale of certain salt spring
lands ceded by the State.
These sales at present amount to about $60,000,
(sixty thousand dollars.) This is, of course, insuffi
cient for the wants of the institution, and the defi
ciency has been supplied by Legislative appropriations.
The fund will ultimately be about $150,000.
3. The total cost of buildings, fixtures, &c., has
been not far from $27,000. This estimate includes
ground.
4. Nearly $18,000 of this expense was met by
private subscription among the citizens of Ypsilanti
and vicinity; the remainder was paid by the State. '
5. The total number of pupils is about six hundred.
The females have a small majority.
6- The board of instruction comprises the Princinal
and seven teachers.
In the Model School are employed, at present, one
male and one female teacher.
7. The School is entitled by law to two pupils for
each representative, and is open to as many more as
the building will accommodate. The number of
pupils now in attendance is about two hundred.
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8. A declaration of in tention to teach is required.
9. There is a large Model School.
10.

11. We are satisfied that the mass of our pupils do
devote themselves to the business of common school
instruction.
12. We know that most of our pupils a,re engaged
portions of each year in actual service as teachers.
Of t hose who have left the institution, we know that
most are engaged in teaching.
13. We believe that we see abundant reason for
answering this question, strongly in the affirmative.
14. We know of no means more powerful, or more
successful in the educational field than well ordered
Normal Schools.
Accompanying, I send also a circular from which
you will obtain much of the information which you
seek. I also inclose your letter in order that you
may refer to the questions therein asked.
I should have stated that several Teacher's Insti
tutes have been held at the commencement of terms
at which a very large number of teachers have
received instruction.
I am truly, and respectfully, yours,
J. M. B. SILL,
Secretary Board Instruction.
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DOCUMENT D.
Table showing t he representation of the different counties in the New
Jersey State Normal School, for the term, commencing October \st,
1855.
Atlantic
Bergen
Burlington
Camden
Cumberland
Cape May
Essex
Gloucester
Hudson
Hunterdon
Morris
Middlesex
Mercer
Monmouth
Ocean
Passaic
Sussex
Somerset
Salem
Warren

-0
-3
-1
0
.
4
0
.
2
----3
----0
----4
----6
----2
12
----1
----0
----2
----0
----4
----4
----4
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DOCUMENT D.

Table showing th e representation of the different counties in the New
Jersey State Normal School, for the term commencing October 1st,
1855.
Atlantic
Bergen

-

-

-

-

-

0
3

FIRST STORY.
1,
Main Hall for Yisitors.
2, 2, Cloak Rooms.
3, 3, Wash Rooms.
4,
Hall for Male pupils.
5,
Hall for Female pupils.
6, 6, 6, R ecitation Rooms Normal School.
7, 7, 7 , Model School.
8, 8, Cloak Rooms for Model School and Rear Stairways.
9, 9, Privies for Model School.
10, 10, Hall for each Sex.

SECOND STORY.
11,

Reception Room.

12,

Library.

13, 14, Wash Rooms.
15, 16, Halls for each Sex.

]« iQ ^SSCn'bly Rooms -seated for 240 Pupils.
18, 18, Recitation Rooms.
20 20 pXtra C'0axH°°mS and liear Stairways.
20, 20, 1 rivies for Normal School.

THIRD STORY.
21, 22, Recitation Rooms.
28,
Janitor's Room.
24,
Passage to Observatory.
25,
Lecture Room.
26, 27, Recitation Room and Laboratory.
28, 28, Rear Halls and Stairways.
29, 30, Rooms for Apparatus and Minerals.

